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I know that in the last editorial I expressed that, as we age, we need
to adjust our activities and horses to our changing abilities and limitations. It is true that I am not as lean and don’t move as quickly as I
used to, but I am hopefully a little wiser and am still alive. If we are
successful in this venture, I am not sure who will save whom.
Am I saving the horse or is the horse saving me. The truth is, if this
stud and I are successful, it will be a great new chapter in both of our
lives and we will have saved each other.
Until next time, may God bless you and please pray for me.
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Get Collected
Some horses are built to have an automatic physical advantage when
it comes to collection. Their conformation lends itself to being more
compact and flexible. Their legs are up under them, they move well,
and they have a sense of self-collection. Other horses are loose movers, strung out, and feel like their front feet are forward and clumsy
and their rear legs lack power. Either horse must be well broke to
respond to a rider’s legs and reins to perform any requested task.
The goal of collection is to aid a horse in the ability to understand and
more easily be maneuvered by his rider.
When a horse achieves proper collection, they are round, soft, and in
tune with the rider. They respond to leg cues and are able to drive
from the rear end while maintaining controlled and relaxed communication in the mouth and on the neck. Because their body is more
balanced, stable and compact, they move and respond readily to cues.
They will turn better as the turning radius is shorter. They will stop
better because the head maintains form while the rear end rounds and
drives into the ground. Balance is a big aspect of collection. Once
you have the chin pulled to the rear and the rear pushed to the head,
your horse’s stride is more up and down rather than forward. Proper
collection equals control.
To achieve collection is not an easy task. We concentrate on collection from the early stages of training.
Lateral flexion is the precursor to vertical flexion. When we break
colts, we bend them with the purpose of inhibiting forward movement
and teaching the horse to “give’ to pressure. You give and take to
direct, then reward a correct response.

by Al Dunning

of jiggling my hands to ask for a reaction prior to the pull. A constant
hold is used sometimes to steady the horse and wait for a giving response before I release.
The most important factor in this process is the implementation of your
leg. Simply, your hands can control the front and your legs control
the back. Without both, collection cannot be achieved. I concentrate
on my horse yielding to leg pressure and basic bend/leg techniques,
backing with leg, two-tracking, and side-passing. Concentration with
feel and knowing how much to ask in a session combined with knowing when to release the pressure and reward makes this work well.
Be logical, have a purpose and have goals when training. It is mandatory. Taking your time and being patient is necessary.
Start getting collected to achieve greater communication and the performance results you have always wanted.

Arizona horseman, Al Dunning, has owned and operated his
“Almosta Ranch” since 1970. His expertise in all facets of western
events have elevated him to great success in the AQHA, NRHA,
NRCHA, and NCHA. Al has developed a winning tradition with
quarter horses that is well documented. He trains, conducts
clinics, and consults for ranch development and equestrian
planning. Learn more at TeamADinternational.com.

During bending, use your inside leg to create roundness and give.
Rather than a straight pull, I use offset rein pressure, usually picking
up one rein and pulling with the other. I have developed a technique
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Our Mission at

RIDE UP

by Aaron Ralston
Our Mission at RIDE UP, LLC is to help individuals live their life
adventure with greater physical, mental and spiritual confidence,
courage and commitment.
We create, promote and produce programs for individuals and
institutions to turn ‘awareness into achievement’ for greater personal
and professional success. RIDE UP is our metaphor for how to RECAP
your life and be a leader in your organizations.
Realize the possibilities
Endure the challenge
Contribute with excitement
Achieve the best
Provide for others
We will help you RECAP your goals, design plans for personal and
professional success and turn awareness into achievement. The
foundational tenet at RIDE UP, LLC is that a creative balance of body,
mind, and spirit leads to higher purpose and productivity and that it
requires the utmost levels of devotion, determination and discipline to
find and keep this balance. Our strategy and model is to create and
produce programs that will help individuals live their adventure, fulfill
their goals and achieve success in their personal and professional
lives.
RIDE UP experiential horseback events encompass the seven steps for
defining and fulfilling life and career goals and worksheets outlined in
the book RIDE UP, Live Your Adventure. This book is the core teaching
curriculum for the training events and TV shows. Dr. Edgell Pyles and
Aaron Ralston, coauthors of RIDE UP, Live Your Adventure, will join
with psychological, corporate, equine and physical fitness experts to
lead and facilitate these events.
At RIDE UP, horseback riding is the teaching environment. The skills
needed to stay in balance with a horse and have it listen and perform
to a gentle touch can be used to govern life, influence the confident
development of others, and aid career accomplishments, even if a
person has never ridden a horse before. The RIDE UP program offers
tangible steps and exercises, on and off the horse, on how to become
more confident and competent as a person and as a leader.
RIDE UP programs can be sponsored by individuals, churches, schools
or companies and are presented in four approaches:

These programs are offered at 50% to non-profit organizations.
Leaders of our programs include:
Dr. Edgell Franklin Pyles Owner of RIDE UP, LLC; Presbyterian
Minister; Psychologist; World Champion Amateur Horseman; Author;
and Senior Consultant with Aspen Consulting Team, LLC, an executive
leadership coaching firm.
Aaron Ralston Co-owner of Cow Horse Productions, LLC (CHP); World
Champion Horse Trainer; Gold Medalist at World Equestrian Games
held in Aachen, Germany; and host of The Ride on RFD-TV.
Brad Zanin Co-owner of Cow Horse Productions, LLC (CHP); Executive
Producer of The Ride on RFD-TV; Horseman; and Owner of Aspen
Financial Solutions.

1. Private Sessions for those who request exclusive instruction and
coaching on horseback. These sessions are limited to ten riders.
Clinics for a minimum of two days, limited to twenty five riders.
2. Workshops for one day or more at any locale, without horses. No
limit on participants.
3. Retreats for four or more days at a ranch location. This setting
is the only program that includes a financial and physical fitness
assessment and plan.

Aaron Ralston was the 2004 AQHA Sr. Reining Reserve World
Champion and in 2006, he was part of TEAM USA at the World
Equestrian Games, held in Aachen, Germany. Riding Smart Paul
Olena, Aaron led the Team to a Team Gold Medal and took the
Bronze medal in the Individual Reining Competition. // Contact:
Ralston Ranch, Aaron Ralston, 1334 CR 250, SILT, CO 81652 or
visit RideUpLLC.com.

4. The host individual or organization will handle all logistics and set
all fees; including registration, lodging, meals, horse stalls and all
other costs.
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Pivoting on
the Hind End
REINING ESSENTIALS by Sandy Collier
The 360-degree pivot on the hind end is the start of what will eventually
be your spin, so a correct foundation is extremely important. All major
problems in the maneuver, now and later, result from lack of shoulder
control. A common mistake at this point is to go ‘faster and wronger’.
In other words, eagerness to move a pivot into a spin prompts riders
to sacrifice form for speed. Don’t do it. Go as slowly as you need to
in order to maintain control and do it correctly. In the beginning, think
in terms of a 90-degree turn, and then a 380. Build toward the 360 in
increments.
There are many different ways of teaching a horse to step his front end
around; one tried-and-true method is to walk in your perfect circle, then
“tighten it down” while taking care to keep your horse’s nose pointed in
the direction of the turn. This is the method I’ll teach you.
The Goal will make his circle smaller and tighter, while keeping his jaw
soft and his neck level, with his nose tipped slightly in the direction
of movement. As the circle tightens to a pivot, his outside front leg
crosses over the inside one. His hind legs remain more or less in one
place (you needn’t worry about either of them being “planted”). He
moves only as fast as he can while still maintaining proper form.
Practice in a corner of your arena so you can use the wall as a visual
marker and a physical barrier. As your horse moves forward with energy, use pressure on the inside (direct) rein to keep his nose tipped
to the inside. Maintain your inside leg in neutral position (to keep the
circle round), and support the horse with your outside (indirect) rein
against his neck to keep the circle symmetrical.
Gradually begin to reduce the size of the circle. When you’re ready to
step around, remove the pressure of your inside leg and add a little
backward pull on the outside rein by bringing your hand toward your
belly button (but not across your horse’s neck). Also bump with your
outside leg at the cinch. Remember, your inside rein is to indicate the
direction of movement and to keep your horse’s nose tipped that way –
not to pull your horse around. If you mainly pull that inside rein, you’ll
pull your horse out of alignment. And, the backward pressure on the
outside rein is jut to suggest stepping across, and shouldn’t be used so
much that it pulls your horse’s head to the outside, away from the pivot.
If you keep him aligned with both reins and both legs, you’ll be setting
the stage for greater speed later.
In the beginning, don’t worry about speed at all – go as slowly as you
must in order to keep your horse’s body properly aligned, his jaw soft
and poll flexed, and his nose correctly tipped. Be satisfied with just a
step or two of the front legs crossing over before moving him back onto
a slightly larger circle, re-checking proper form. Then try again. Any
time he begins to lose that proper form, mover immediately onto the
larger circle, reestablish his form, then try again.
Gradually, over time, ask your horse to add steps one at a time. If you
remain patient and keep showing him how to do it (as opposed to trying
to force him), you’ll be surprised how quickly he’ll be willing to step all
the way around. Use your visual marker (the fence, bushes, or other
nearby landmarks if you’re practicing out on the trail) to keep track of
how far around you’re going.

When you begin a pivot on the hind end, go as slowly as necessary to
do it correctly. Here, after walking a smaller and smaller circle to
the left, my horse is beginning to step his front end around as I move
my outside (indirect) rein toward my belly button and bump with my
outside leg at the cinch. Meanwhile, my inside (direct) rein keeps his
nose tipped in the direction of movement.

training articles. For now, concentrate on getting willing steps in each
direction.
Troubleshoot It: When the horse bends too much, it is caused by the
rider trying to pull the horse around with the inside (direct) rein, overbending his neck. It is common to resort to this when you can’t make
the horse’s shoulders move. This actually causes you to end up going
in a circle instead of a spin. To correct it, think “Kick” more than “Pull”.
Use your legs assertively to keep your horse’s body aligned and to keep
him moving around; use that inside rein just to keep his nose tipped in
the direction of movement.
Troubleshoot It: Counter-bends happen when you use too much outside (indirect) rein, trying ineffectually to make the shoulders move,
and in the process you pull your horse’s head around to the outside and
create a counter-bend in his neck. Correct it with your inside rein and
a little less outside rein, plus bump with your outside leg at the cinch.

Sandy Collier’s successful horse show record is reflective of her
dedication, talent, and integrity as a horse trainer. She was the first
and only woman horse trainer to win the prestigious NRCHA World
Champion Snaffle Bit Futurity. In 2011, Sandy was inducted into The
Cowgirl Hall of Fame. Learn more at SandyCollier.com.

Be sure to work equally in both directions. I’ll have more to say about
the relative challenges of your horse’s stiff and hollow sides in future
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INTRODUCING:
The Saddle & the
First Ride by Monty Bruce
If you have done your homework with some of
the exercises in our earlier lessons, your green
horse should stand quietly next to you out in
the middle of the round pen. Ruby has learned
not to pull on the head rope away from me and
not to crowd or walk on me. The first step
we take is to get the colt to accept the saddle
blanket or pad. Holding the lead rope in my
left hand, with my right hand I slowly bring the
blanket up so Ruby can see and smell it, giving
her time to check it out. If the sight of that is
more than she can handle and she wants to
leave, I let her leave. Always remember, don’t
put any more pressure on them than they can
handle. If we do, that’s when bad experiences
happen. I bring the blanket up to her again.
I don’t try and force Ruby to stand still or tie
her up. She knows that if it’s too much for her,
she can leave or get away. With the previous
training I have done, she shouldn’t be dragging
me around. She should be just trotting a circle
around me. I repeat this process until she lets
me touch her in the neck and shoulders with
the blanket. I then slowly work the blanket
back keeping contact with her so she knows
where it is at all times. I repeat this process
with both sides, then with the saddle. By giving her room to leave if she wants to, it keeps
her more relaxed because she knows if its too
much she can leave. When she does stand still
while I move the blanket around on her, I know
she has accepted it and is comfortable with
that step.
When working up close to or around a colt you
want to move quietly and smoothly at first. I
also try to keep my left hand, with the rope in
it, placed on the neck or shoulder while I’m
saddling or working closely with the colt. I do
this for two reasons. First, you will be able to
feel them when they tense up or if something
is bothering them. Secondly, if something is
bothering them and they should happen to
jump your way, you can safely push yourself
away.
Once I have the saddle on their back, I slowly
reach under and get my cinch. I want to take
at least two wraps with my cinch strap before
I pull it up so if she jumps a bit, it should still
hold. Also, if I can have her stepping or moving it seems to help take the surprise out of it.
I also like to have a breast collar on my colts
and get that fastened as soon as I can to prevent the saddle from rolling on them. Anything
you can do to prevent a wreck or bad experience will greatly be worth your effort. We only
get one first time to start a colt and, right or
wrong, it will stay with them forever.
After I have cinched up the colt, I ask her
to move out and lounge around me. If Ruby
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starts to buck or run,
I try to hang onto the
rope. It gives her a bit of
security and I can bring
her down under control
much quicker than if she
were loose. When she is
relaxed, then go through
all the rope halter exercises we talked about
earlier. Flexing, bending
and softening her with
the saddle on.
Then I do more sacking exercises by taking the
stirrups and slapping the center of the saddle.
I’ll take a hold of the horn shaking the saddle
so they get used to movement and noise.
The next thing I do is prepare her for mounting. I like to do what I call “checking” her. I
take hold of the halter right by the jaw and
bend her around me. This gives me control,
and I can tell what she is going to do if I have
a hold of her head. I put my foot in the stirrup
and my right hand on the saddle horn. If she
is still quiet, I will hop up and down on the one
foot. If she moves, I let her, but I try to keep
my foot in the stirrup because I have her head
bent around me. She will just make a tight
circle around me. I do this with both sides
then I slowly raise myself up and lay across
the saddle, keeping both legs on one side so
if she reacts negatively, I can quickly and easily get off and away from her. I have done
this several times and she is standing quietly.
She is now ready for her first ride. If the colt
has been quiet and handled everything well,
I would go ahead and get on. If she was a
little broncy or very nervous, I might wait one
more day and repeat the process before the
first ride; I want the first ride to be very quiet
and uneventful.
I have hold of Ruby’s head and my foot is in the
stirrup. I take a couple of hops so she feels
movement and I don’t take her by surprise.
When I mount completely on a green horse I
move quickly, but softly, and get my seat. I’ll
pet her and try to relax for a second. Then I
want to get her moving as soon as possible to
relax and soften her. The first few steps can
sometimes be the toughest for the horse and
rider because neither knows what to expect.
At this point, I still have a rope halter on her
or a side pull on her head. I gently start pulling her head around, encouraging her to take
a step. I will cluck and softly move my legs
to get her started moving. When she starts
to move, I just want to sit still and leave her
alone. I want to make this real simple for her.

I don’t try to guide her or anything else on
the first ride. I want her to accept me on her
back. Remember to sit right in the middle and
hold on to the saddle horn if needed. Nothing
scares a colt more than when you get off balance and pull them off balance.
Know your colt - you have to decide what he
is ready for. I like to get my colts into a trot
that first ride, if I can, but I never ask for a lope
in the first couple of rides. That will come in
time.
Remember, if you are very unsure or nervous,
the horse can sense this and you may want
to get help from a professional to get started.
Starting your own colt can be very fun and
rewarding if you have a well tempered horse.
Your safety and your horse’s safety are the
most important thing. Also, a positive first ride
for the colt is important.
The only magic formula for training I can give
you is T-I-M-E, along with patience, consistency, repetition and good solid training principles. I believe it is more how we approach our
horses and how we apply the training information and methods that determine whether it is
resistance free training or not.

Monty Bruce is a multi-time Reined
Cow Horse and Reining Futurity and
Derby champion. Monty, his assistants,
and students have won numerous
World and Reserve championships and
are continuing to succeed in the show
pen.
The Monty Bruce Training Center
is a full service equine facility that
specializes in Reined Cow Horse,
Reining, and the Performance Horse.
The Center strives to provide superior
care and training for all equine needs.
Visit MontyBruce.com for more info.
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Josey’s 21st Annual Reunion

DELIVERS

by Martha Josey
When we hear the word “reunion”, we envision large family gatherings. We think about
families getting together to visit and catch
up. The word “reunion” does not conjure up
visions of tough competition, fast times, and
great prizes – unless you are talking about the
Josey Reunion Roundup!
The 21st Annual Josey Reunion Roundup at
the Josey Ranch in Marshall, TX kicked off
Thursday night, May 1st, with a 3D pole bending that saw Cindy Harlan of Waynetown, Indiana riding Van Buren, winning a beautiful
saddle from Billy Cook Saddlery in Greenville,
TX with a time of 20.377 seconds. Leah Waller
from Cooper, TX on Oaky Doaky Partner won
the 2D with a 21.578, and Wanda Hightower
from Beckville, TX on Cash In Bug won the 3D
with a 22.828.
The Josey Ranch, world famous for training
some of the best competitors in the rodeo
world, becomes a world class event venue
complete with video and photo production
capabilities, food services, and vendor areas
featuring everything from feed to horse trailers. The action was web cast live thanks to
Mark Burt of MVP Video Productions, the official videographer and a Josey instructor,
and Barrel Horse News Magazine. Viewers
were reporting in from all around the globe including India, Afghanistan, Australia, and just
about every state.
Many of the sponsoring companies such as
Big Tex Trailers, Wrangler, Circle Y Saddlery,
Five Star Equine Products, Josey Pro-Kold
Therapy, MVP United Vet Equine, Priefert Rodeo and Ranch Equipment, Purina Mills, and
Supreme Western Products had representatives on hand to answer any questions the
spectators and competitors may have and to
help with product fit and use. It provides the
opportunity for great interaction between the
manufacturer and the end user.
The cool mornings didn’t stop the hot competition as 474 runs were made by Josey students
representing 20 states competed in the Josey
Reunion Roundup Barrel Race on Friday and
Saturday for a ticket to the finals on Sunday.
The competitors were trying to secure one
of 15 places in each of the 4 divisions available each day, bringing back a total of 120 top
competitors for the finals.
The Friday action saw Dana Hass from Kiln,
MS riding Lil Miss Ruuaway stop the clock at
16.232 for the fastest time of the day. A fish
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fry on Friday evening put the
finishing touch on a great day
of competition with 60 competitors securing a spot for the
Sunday finals.
Saturday morning started out
cool but quickly heated up, as
the remaining 60 spots in the
finals were up for grabs. The
run order was reversed but the
drags and packs remained the
same place insuring every entry had the very best ground on
which to compete. The world
champion ground crew used
three John Deere Tractors furnished by Fish and Still Equipment Company
of Marshall. The Reunion barrel race format
takes 15 from each division (D) each day.
While a few of the competitors that had qualifying runs on Friday for the championship
round on Sunday chose to save their energy,
most ran again on Saturday, reflecting the
competitive spirit that they learned from their
teachers and mentors – R.E and Martha Josey. When the last horse stopped the timer on
Saturday night, Blaze Bercegeay, of Summitt,
MS aboard
Easily Smashed Toast was on top of the day
board with a time of 16.057 and 61 more competitors were headed to the finals.
Sunday morning started out as every Sunday
does during a Josey event – with a cowboy
church service in the arena. A stage was set
up in front of the announcer’s stand and chairs
brought into the arena. Everyone was encouraged to “bring your coffee, your blanket, and
even your dog” as Josey announcer Randy
Adams from Cookeville, TN put it. The program started with World Champion Calf Roper
and host R.E. Josey telling how the church
services at the ranch came into being years
ago. World Champion and Josey instructor
Ty Mitchell then told how it was hearing that
George Forman was speaking at one of the
church services that drew his family to the
ranch and began his family’s involvement in
the sport of barrel racing. Ty handed the microphone off to World Champion Barrel Racer
and host Martha Josey who provided more
history of all the events at the ranch and the
story behind the crosses they hand out at each
church service. Contestant Dana Hass read the
poem “The Cross In My Pocket” that is handed
out with each cross.

Tony Swillum, a minister and father of one of
the contestants along with co-announcer and
cowboy minister Coy Huffman from Sonora, CA
brought a powerful and positive message to
everyone present.
Immediately following the church service,
Randy Adams returned to the stage to announce the two scholarship winners. The
scholarship program at the Josey Ranch has
awarded over $300,000. The scholarships at
the 21th Annual Reunion Roundup honored
Bobby Arthur, who was a Harrison County
Sheriff’s deputy, as well as Martha Josey’s
brother, Gary Arthur’s father, Hunter Arthur’s
grandfather, and the great-grandfather of
Liam Arthur. Gary and Hunter both play an
important role in the production of the events
at the ranch, and Liam will be following in the
family’s footsteps – but he is now less than
14 months old. The Bobby Arthur Scholarship
winner was Alex Sauer of Benton, LA.
The second scholarship was given in honor
of “The Old Coach” Thomas Mitchell. Thomas, husband of Frances, father of Ty Mitchell, Misty Mitchell Lester, and grandfather of
Quade Kelly, Zachary, Zeke, Zane, Zander and
Amelia Lester, was a tremendous, positive
personality and influence around the ranch
for many years. With Ty and his wife, Lisa, involved in the production of the events at the
Ranch along with Quade, Mr. Thomas has an
active legacy at the Ranch. The winner of the
Thomas Mitchell scholarship was Elizabeth
Marie Holloway of Valley Park, MS.
A third scholarship was given in honor of Rebecca Adams. Rebecca, wife of Dr. John Adams, was an avid horsewoman, supporter and
friend of all those who came to the Josey
(Continued on page 18)
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(Continued from page 16)
Ranch. Melissa McHann of Abilene, Texas was the first recipient of the
scholarship in honor of this gracious lady.
Following a brief break after church that allowed Savoy Rosser and the
world champion ground crew to put the finishing touches on the arena
surface, contestant Webb Harrison from Florence, MS presented the
Stars and Stripes in a beautiful tribute as the crowd enjoyed a recording of John Wayne’s “America, why I Love Her”. Following the invocation from Coy Huffman, 9 year old Chesnie Neal from Calhon, LA joined
Web in the arena to sing the National Anthem. This set the scene for
an afternoon of tough competition between the 120 finalists running in
order of the slowest to the fastest qualifying times. To ensure the competitors all had the same advantage on the ground, the ground crew
smoothed out the arena surface every two runs. The lead changed
often as each competitor entered the arena running hard. Arena director Gary Arthur continued to make sure every thing was ready before
waving in each runner – just as he had done all weekend long. It all
came down to the final run. Blaze Bercegeay edged past September
Galyean by only .012 of a second to claim the title.
Winning the first division, Blaze took home over $4,000 for her weekends work as well as a new Big Tex Trailer, belt buckle by Bob Berg,
Circle Y Saddle, Wrangler jeans, and a bucket full of other prizes. The
top 10 in each division received a bucket of prizes as well from great
sponsors like Wrangler, Circle Y Saddlery, 5 Star Equine Products, MVP
United Vet Equine, Purina, Priefert, and Supreme Western Products.
The 2nd division champion was Katy Strange riding Assend Lobo and
stopping the clock at 16.403. The 3rd division championship was
claimed by Haley Keller of New Boston, MI riding her horse Sunshine
Glo San in a time of 16.908 and the 4th division winner was Lisa Mitchell of Marshall, TX on SFW Kid Frost and recording a time of 17.914.
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All of these competitors took home a belt buckle by Bob Berg, Circle Y
Saddle, Wrangler jeans, and a bucket full of other prizes as well. The
awards did not stop there as the top 10 in each division took home
money and prizes.
In the senior division, for competitors over the age of 50, Shelly Gish
from Hallsville, TX won the championship and saddle riding Royal Quick
Moon with a time of 16.230, which was also good for 7th place in the
1st Division. Darlene Farrel from Coco, FL, who had taken the senior
crown the past two years claimed the reserve spot with a time of
16.250 while Mississippi cowgirl Paula Touchstone took the 3rd place
honors. Shelly and Darlene placed in the 1st division as well while
Paula placed in the 2nd division.
A weekend full of top notch competition, food, fun, and friends, all
bound together by a love horses, the sport of barrel racing, and their
two world champion instructors and mentors R.E. and Martha Josey when you put it that way, I guess this is the ultimate family reunion!
Monday Morning found the Josey crew getting ready for another great
weekend of competition as the 33nd Annual Josey World Champion Junior Barrel Race kicks off at the Josey Ranch May 9th and runs thru
May 11th.

Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many people. She was
the first and only cowgirl to qualify for the National Finals Rodeo
in four consecutive decades. She has the distinction of winning
both the AQHA and WPRA World Championships in the same year.
Her career has stretched, win-to-win, over four decades.
For more information, visit
BarrelRacers.com.
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Reading a Cow with
your Core by Barbra Schulte
Have you ever thought about exactly how you read a cow? Obviously,
you need to focus on the cow with your eyes and with your mind.There’s
a simple and effective inner coaching phrase you can say to yourself
over and over again, too if you have challenges with watching the cow
... just simply say to yourself the entire time you work the cow, “Watch
the cow ... watch the cow ... watch the cow!” I have an expansion on
this idea. As a little background, in general the best cutting horse riding across the board happens when we “stay down” in the saddle. I’m
not talking about being in the “sit” position all the time, but I am talking
about being grounded all the time, both physically and mentally. Being
grounded happens when we are balanced on a horse in our abdominal
area, our “core”. You can feel it by imagining that you are pressing your
belt buckle against your spine. Now, as another piece of info, what’s
always been so intriguing to me is that the physical seat of our emotions is located in our abdominal area, too (that’s why you might feel
a little sick to your stomach when you’re nervous). When you become
conscious of your core in all you do in your cutting, you will ride to your
potential ... everywhere. You can also pretend to watch the cow from
this core position. It’s almost as if you have a camera eye that’s coming from this connected area and you’re viewing the cow from there.
Because the core is the seat of your emotions and you’re grounded
physically, when you watch the cow from your core, you will also have
more automatic instincts about the cow, and better timing with the cow.
When you are more grounded and connected to your horse, you will be a
better partner with him (who is also reading the cow). I know this might
sound a little bit unusual, but get in your core, watch the cow from your
core and let me know how it works for you.
The following is a quick shortlist to walk through with your horse. If
he can do the following with a light leg, hand or seat cue(s), specific
discipline work will come easily.

Tips for Using your Feet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Move forward with ease.
Follow his nose in an even circle going forward in both directions
Flex in both directions (touch his chin to the point of his shoulder)
Move his hip away from your foot when asked, as he moves forward,
in both directions
Sidepass in both directions
Stop
Back up
Move his hip away from your foot as he backs in a circle, in both 		
directions
Trot
Lope on the correct lead in both directions
Maintain whatever speed he is asked to go at any galt

Smoothness of your Feet when Cutting
How do you think about getting older and your riding? If you are 25,
you probably don’t think about it. Or 35, or even if you’re in your 40’s.
If you’re inching up past the above numbers, your riding and your age
may have crossed your mind. While it jumps out at us that there’s a lot
going on physically, it is not the only dimension that’s going on regarding riding and getting older. But, let’s talk about the physical first. The
obvious is that we have to work harder physically each year to maintain
the same level of physical conditioning as the year before. For riders,
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the number one
place to be strong
is in our core
because that is
where we connect
to a horse. Interestingly
enough
... that is a super
important part of
our body to keep
conditioned to age
gracefully in general. A strong core has to do with posture and overall body control and
strength, just to name a few. The bottom line is, if you stay disciplined
to stay strong in your abs, you’ll ride better (no matter the age) and
you’ll do yourself a big favor. Now, on to the less obvious components
of riding and getting older. Often times riders who are no longer in their
20s and 30s or so, struggle with confidence because they feel insecure
next to their younger counterparts.
Here are a couple of thoughts regarding the mental/emotional/spiritual
aspects of aging and riding:
1. What do you really want to do NOW? If you want to kick rear in an all
age class ... and do whatever any age rider does, THEN GO FOR IT. Do
the physical and mental work to achieve your goals. You might have to
work harder, but if it’s what you really want, then the journey is what
it’s all about and worth it.
2. What do you really want to do NOW? I ask that question again because sometimes it can be difficult to allow ourselves to embrace a
new adventure in riding that is truly in our hearts. There can be all kinds
of reasons for this reticence to let go of what we’ve done for so long,
but that is often the real issue. But letting go of things you’ve already
done can be one of the most WONDERFUL things about getting older.
You can do what you really want to do, now. The measure of all you do
has always been what YOU think about it, not what others think about it.
Sometimes though in the past, you might have lost sight of this. Time
can have a wonderful way of giving us permission to let go of barriers
within to finally do what we have dreamed about doing for so long.
3. Think young! Stay energized. Listen to fun music. Know you can!
Don’t limit yourself with the excuse of age. Hang with people who are
positive and see the best in all things. Let go of worry. Dance a little
more. You are the one who determines your zest for life. Age has no barriers on joy. Breathe energy and life and vitality into all you do.
If you are wondering about your age and riding, look your fears right
in the face. Then, embrace your authentic dreams and celebrate them.
Have fun! Have the only measure of your joy be if you enjoy what you
are doing. Keep on moving and conditioning your body. Riding is such
a wonderful motivation for that!

Barbra is a personal performance coach for all riders, a cutting
horse trainer, author, speaker, clinician and 2012 National
Cowgirl Hall of Fame Inductee. Visit her Blog and signup to
receive her FREE monthly email newsletter, “News From
Barbra”.
Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.
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Follow your
Horse’s Fears
by Richard Winters
Horses are prey animals. Their number one defense mechanism
is their ability to run away. When they’re threatened or unsure of
a situation, their instincts tell them to move their feet. Here are
a couple questions that I hope to answer in this article. 1) How
can you transform your horse’s fear and apprehension into curiosity? 2) How can you convert that curiosity into confidence?
You, as he leader, need to be able to show your horse how to
follow his fear.
More often than not, horses are startled and afraid of moving
objects. From your horse’s perspective, that moving object is
a threat that needs to be avoided. Your horse feels the need to
keep his feet moving and keep a safe distance between himself
and the threat. What are some threats that your horse might encounter? It could be a big rubber ball, a four-wheeler, a tractor,
possibly a bicyclist or even a cow.
Here is a practical game you can play to help your horse gain
more confidence with a scary moving object. Get a big rubber
ball (Many horse enthusiasts are using these with their horses.)
and have someone on the ground that can control and roll the
ball across the arena. Ride your horse toward the ball while it
is moving away. Let your horse begin to think that the ball is
yielding away from him. Don’t try to overly force your horse up
to the ball. Continue to have your assistant roll the ball away as
your horse steps closer. Little by little you’ll begin to narrow the
distance between your horse and the ball. Now, as your horse feels less
threatened you will begin to see his apprehension turn into curiosity. It
won’t be long before you’ll be able to ride up close to the retreating ball
and your horse will reach out and touch it with his nose.
This technique allows you to capitalize on your horse’s
curiosity rather than
forcing him into
a scary situation.
Horses are natural followers. This
game will build his
confidence rather
than shatter it.
Is your horse scared
of bike riders? You
can do the same
thing. Have your volunteer cyclist pedal
around in the safe
open area and begin to play follow the leader. Now your horse has the
opportunity to digest and comprehend this scary contraption in a positive learning environment.
This is also how all of my cow horses are introduced to cattle in the
first two or three sessions. I will put one cow in the arena and allow my
horse to follow it. I won’t try to drive the cow in any specific direction.
Rather, I will simply track right in behind the cow and follow wherever
it goes. Now, this thing that my horse was afraid of is actually moving
away from him. My horse is realizing that the cow is the one that is
apprehensive and yielding away. Even horses that initially appear to be
petrified of cattle will begin to get curious and even confident playing
this game.
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In each of these scenarios, it is important that you as the leader ride
with focus. Look where you want to go. Push your hands forward and
guide your horse one rein at a time. Don’t hang and pull on the reins.
You and your horse should have your attention on that “thing” you are
following. There should be no whirling around in circles trying to get
away. If that is happening, you have forced too much on your horse and
you have not ridden with enough focus and direction. When I play this
game I imagine there is a string tied from that scary object back to my
horse’s nose. No whirling around allowed. My horse and I are going to
look where we want to go. That’s what riding with focus is all about.
It is also important to have your horse properly warmed up before starting any “following” games. That means you have trotted and loped your
horse sufficiently to have removed the silly behaviors that a fresh horse
can have hidden under the surface. Following a cow around the arena
at different speeds can be emotionally charged in itself. You want to
make sure that you have properly prepared your horse physically and
mentally for the task at hand.
Creating scenarios where you can “Follow Your Horse’s Fears” will help
your horse be the brave partner you want him to be.

Richard Winters credentials include World Championship titles in the
National Reined Cow Horse Association. He is an AA rated judge. He
has judged the Supreme Extreme Mustang Make-Over, many NRCHA
Club Shows, along with myriad Horse Expo Contests. Richard was
the 2009 Road to the Horse Colt Starting Champion followed by an
invitation to be the events “Horsemanship Commentator” thereafter.
You can view Richard Winters Horsemanship programming on Dish
Network HRTV - Channel 398 many times each week. You also can
“Connect” with Richard Winters on Facebook and YouTube. For
more information about Richard Winters Horsemanship please go to
WintersRanch.com.
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On the Trail:
Beating the Big
Spook by Clinton Anderson
Help your horse stay calm and spook-free on the
trail with these tips.
#1 Warm Up with Groundwork
Before hitting the trail, be sure your horse is in the right frame of mind,
meaning he’s calm, using the thinking side of his brain and focused on
you. Most of the time, horses spook because they’re fresh and using the
reactive side of their brain. Don’t just pull your horse out of the pasture,
throw the saddle on him and head out on the trail. Set yourself up for
success by practicing groundwork and reminding your horse that you
are the leader and he needs to respect you and let you call the shots.
If you’re at home, practice groundwork exercises like Lunging for Respect, Sidepassing, etc. in the arena. If you’ve trailered your horse
somewhere for a ride, find an open area where you can get his feet
moving and changing directions. Remember, in order to get a horse to
respect you and use the thinking side of his brain, you have to move his
feet forwards, backwards, left and right. The more you ask the horse to
change directions, the quicker you’ll get his attention. The entire time
that you’re working with the horse on the ground, he should be hustling
his feet. Don’t just let him lazily jig-jog around. You want to get rid of
any freshness he might have before taking him out on the trail.
#2 Be a Leader for Your Horse
When on the trail, a lot of people put their horse on a big, loose rein and
let their mind wander or gab with friends. They put their horse on what
I call “autopilot” – he’s left on his own, which for a lot of horses means
they go down the trail constantly looking for something to spook at.
Horses have a very quick reaction time, and if you let your horse wander down the trail without paying attention to him, if he spooks, you’re
going to be in a wreck before you have time to react and regain control
of the situation. I’m not telling you to be paranoid and go down the trail
thinking that any little thing is going to set your horse off, but you need
to constantly be reminding your horse to check back in with you. When I
take my horses out on the trail, I bend them around trees, sidepass them
over logs, two-track down the trail, practice bending transitions – anything I can think
of to remind them
to focus on me
and stay soft and
supple at the same
time. Remember,
if you don’t give
your horse something positive to
think about, he
will naturally drift
toward something
you don’t want him
to think about.
#3 Redirect Nervous Energy
If your horse does
spook at something, put his energy to good use.
If it’s an object you
can ride around,
circle your horse
as close as you
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can to it, and every one and half circles, turn him into the object and
head off in the new direction. Horses can only think about one thing at a
time. Your horse will either be focused on the scary object or on moving
his feet and listening to you. Each time you stop the horse and turn into
the object, he’ll get closer to it, until eventually, he’s so focused on you
and moving his feet, he’s right next to the object. When you can feel
that he’s got his attention on you and isn’t worried about the spooky
object, then you can let him rest next to it on a loose rein. If he wants
to investigate it (smell it, paw at it, etc.) let him.
If you can’t ride around the object, circle in front of it at the trot or canter using the same concept. When you come up to the object, stop your
horse, roll back and ride off in the new direction. Each time you stop
and roll your horse back, he’ll get closer to the object until eventually
he’s right next to it.
If your horse spooks and you can’t tell exactly what it is he’s spooking at, put his feet to work. Using one rein bend him in a series of
serpentines. It’s impossible for a horse to use the reactive side of his
brain when he’s constantly stopping and redirecting his feet. When he’s
focused on you, put him on a loose rein and head back down the trail.
Anytime he gets jumpy, put his feet to work. Soon he’ll be so focused on
you he won’t have time to find potential objects to spook at.
#4 Chose Your Trail Wisely
Be smart about the trails you take your horse on, being sure to take
his experience, your experience and the type of trail into account. For
example, if you’re taking your horse out on the trail for the first time,
I recommend riding in an open area where you have plenty of room
to move his feet and keep his attention on you. The more comfortable
he gets about being ridden outside the arena, the more experience he
gains and the more confident you become, you can increase the challenge by choosing more difficult trails. Before taking a horse on a narrow trail where you won’t be able to easily redirect his feet if he spooks
or gets nervous, make certain he’s confident being ridden outside the
confines of an arena. While no horse is completely “spook-proof,” an
experienced trail horse has learned to think before reacting, keeping
both you and him out of danger.

Clinton Anderson is a clinician, horse trainer and competitor. He’s
dedicated his life to helping others realize their horsemanship
dreams and keeping them inspired to achieve their goals. Learn
about the Downunder method at DownUnderHorsemanship.com.
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Athleticism, Sound Minds,
Pedigree & Color

STREAKIN SHAWNE YUMA
2008 BLUE ROAN STALLION
By A Streak Of Fling si 98 and Sancee Bug,
Shawne Bug si 101
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JD STREAKIN DRIFTER

2008 DUN ROAN STALLION
By A Streak Of Fling and Chalamar Drifter,
Colonel Charge
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Problem Solving
& Patience
by Doug Lindgren
Recently a couple from Kansas City stayed
with us in Arizona. Don’t hold that against
them. KC is ok, my daughter and her family
live there, too.
Larry and Linda both were riding good bays;
one was a Quarter horse mare and the other
an Arab mare. Each of these mares has had
quite a bit of training and both have done well
on the trail.
The moment Larry unloaded his horse he mentioned that he was not bonding with her and
that he had some issues he wanted to work
on while they were at HCR-AZ. Linda also had
a problem with her horse and thought it was
one that couldn’t be fixed. I asked them both
what the problems were and offered to help
in any way I could. I always like a chance to
learn from different horses. Getting a chance
to help a couple of friends makes it that much
better.
Let’s get to work on Larry’s mare first. Kota
was a nice Quarter mare that had issues loading into the trailer. She also would pull back
from you anytime she got worried. No one
knew why she was having problems, except
that she had developed them sometime in the
last few months. That doesn’t really matter.
What did matter was that it was time to figure
out how to help this mare overcome some of
her fears and be the confident horse she used
to be.
I haltered her with my rope halter and a twenty foot lead. The halter has two knots in the
noseband, one on either side of the bridge of
the nose. The lead has no snap on it and has a
leather popper on the end.
Once I haltered her I loved on her a bit and
then worked her on the ground, moving her
hind quarters on both sides. I then asked her
to lead up with a soft feel and then asked her
to back, also on a soft feel. Both leading and
backing needed some work, but in a few minutes I was able to move her with a very soft
feel.
To get to that point I started out light and then
as needed I had to move to more pressure and
more assertiveness. Once she moved off of
the pressure I would release and reward her
with some more love. Each time I asked I
would ask with a very soft feel and again add
to the pressure as needed. After I was getting
the response I wanted moving forward and
back it was time to see why she didn’t want to
load in the trailer.
I led her towards the trailer and as soon as
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she got within
ten foot of it
she
stopped
and pulled back
while rearing, as
well. She fully
expected to get
pressure
from
the lead but I
didn’t give her
any.
I simply
let the lead run
through my hand
and quietly said,
“No”. When she
stopped I let her
settle and then
I put firm pressure on the lead,
not pulling, just
constant pressure. As soon as she moved a step forward
I released the pressure and rubbed her neck,
then I gave her pressure again, asking her to
move forward towards the trailer. Once she
came to me I rubbed her again. I stepped into
the trailer and she put her nose on the floor
and smelled it, she then licked the floor to
check it out. I asked her to step in but she had
no desire at that moment to do so. She pulled
back again and again she was surprised to
find no pressure because I just let the lead
run like the last time. I repeated the above
process probably a dozen times and each time
the mare got more confident and less reactive.
I felt that it was time to go to the next step
and get in the trailer so I asked for some help
from Larry and another guest. All they had
to do was hold onto one end of a long rope,
about thirty feet long. A lariat works well for
this. I asked the mare to step up to the trailer
and I asked my helpers to stay about ten to
fifteen feet behind the mare. When I asked the
mare to step in and if she hesitated my helpers were to get the rope moving up and down
like a jump rope. The more the mare hesitated
the more animated the rope needed to get and
guess what happened. The mare got into the
trailer almost immediately.
After I got her in the trailer I loved on her and
worked with a soft feel to keep her from racing out like a shot. Her first reaction when I
asked her to back out was to get out as fast as
she could. Now it was time to load her again,
and again and again, and again; you get the
point. I loaded her several times and every
time I loved on her, and loved on her some
more. It took time to get it right but it was
worth it because she got good at loading and
she got away from the pulling back, too. I was

able to ask her to back out one step at time
and I could stop her anywhere in the process
and I could ask her to move forward with the
softest feel without her wanting to blow out
of the trailer. That wasn’t the case earlier in
the day. Lots of patience, persistence, consistency and a lot of love will get you a long
ways. This mare proved that to everyone that
was a witness.
After I was good with Kota it was time to work
with Linda’s Arabian mare. Linda told me that
her horse wouldn’t back out of the trailer and
that she always had to turn her around and
lead her out. I assured Linda that we could
take care of that issue.
I used the same tools as before and I also
asked Dreamer to do the same ground work. I
moved her hind quarters from each side and I
led and backed her, as well.
Dreamer didn’t want to load as easily as she
should have, either, so we got the two helpers
and the long rope out and promptly asked her
to step into the trailer and she responded very
well. She got into the trailer.
Now getting her out was another story. I
asked her to back on a soft feel but then I had
to step it up quite a bit. I gripped the noseband of the halter, closing the band tightly
around her nose and see-sawed it firmly and
assertively. As soon as she took a small step
back I released and petted her. I loved on her
some more and asked again, and again it took
quite a bit of effort but she finally responded
and she got her reward. Note, we have taken
two steps back and we are in the front of the
trailer. I let Dreamer stand and then I placed
my lead on her off side and I stepped out of the
trailer and stood outside the trailer behind her
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

and then I put pressure on the lead. By placing
the lead on her off side I have helped to move
her hip to the left a bit so when she does back
up, her rear end doesn’t get stuck on the doorframe, stopping her rearward motion.

waited a couple seconds and repeated the
pressure and she took another step back. A
little more pressure, on a soft feel and she
continued to successfully back out of the trailer. At that time I loved on her a bunch.

Ok, I have pressure on the lead and her head
is down between her legs, I held the pressure
constant, not pulling or bobbing the lead, just
constant steady pressure. After a few moments she decided to take a step back away
from the pressure and I instantly released. I

I loaded her again, loved on her and asked her
to back out on a soft feel and as she moved
back I directed her head away from me a bit
to move her hip to the left, again to help her
clear the doorframe as she moved through the
door. I loaded and backed Dreamer in and out
of the trailer several times until it was easy,
relaxed and comfortable for her. Again, lots
of patience, persistence, consistency, and a lot
of love went a long way to making everybody
happy.
I really believe that there are few problems
that can’t be solved with your horse if you
care enough to take the time to figure out how
to get into his mind. Your horse is willing to
let you in as long as you let him know “It’ll Be
Fine”.

Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net
Phone: 605-578-1142
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Doug and Jody Lindgren own and operate
Hay Creek Ranch near Nemo, South
Dakota. Doug rides 2-10 hours every day,
spring, summer and fall, training horses
to be great trail horses.
Visit HayCreekRanch.net.
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Preserving
the
Cowboy Way
by Craig Cameron
The Power of Understanding,
Part 3 of 4
I grew up in the 1950’s in Texas, spending a lot of my time
on ranches. All I ever wanted to be was a cowboy, so I really
looked up to the old time cowboys I was around. But even
as a kid, I would watch the rough way some men handled
horses, and I knew it wasn’t right. Fortunately, there have
always been great horsemen. The man who first influenced
me a great deal was the late Ray Hunt. I went to several Ray
Hunt clinics, and was influenced by his idea of working through the
power of understanding. Later, I began to talk with Tom Dorrance, and
he was the kind of man who would make you work for the answers.
As I go further down the road, I can see that all great horsemen have
worked through the power of understanding. Understanding doesn’t
mean that there isn’t a time to be firm with a horse, but there’s a difference punishment and discipline. Whether it’s with a horse, your dog
or your children, discipline is an art form. Discipline has a different
effect on a horse than punishment – he’s not scared, he’s not hurt, and
he doesn’t develop fear or resentment. Discipline, when done correctly
has a positive effect on a horse.
Everyday with a horse is a new beginning. From good beginnings,

things come naturally. I want to have a truly good relationship with my
horse. I am working to be just one thing, and that is a horse – man, but
I also want my horse to be a man – horse. To be a horseman, you must
learn to read the horse – his eyes, his ears, his posture, his expression
- everything. That’s
where
experience
comes into play. It
really boils down to
communication, and
true communication
is two minds listening and two minds
A Native Texan Craig Cameron,
one of the original clinicians, is
open.
on the road more than 44 weeks
a year demonstrating the style of
horsemanship he has perfected in
the last 23 years. Called the “public
defender of the horse,” Craig dedicates
himself to those who educate their
horses by first educating themselves.
Clinic topics range from basic to
advanced horsemanship, colt starting,
ranch and cattle work, problemsolving, reining and trail obstacles.
Craig has created a program that
builds confidence and trust between
man and horse. Rather than fight
the animal, he offers patience and
understanding that leaves the horse
wanting to do what is asked of him.

You can watch Craig on “Ride Smart
with Craig Cameron” on RFD TV
or visit Craig Cameron’s website,
CraigCameron.com.
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One-Sided
Horses

By Jim Masterson

Have you ever noticed that it is often easier for your horse to perform lateral
movements such as bending, turning, leg yields, etc. in one direction than
the other? These same horses will often have an easier time on one canter
lead than the other.
This can be due to a lot of things, but is often due in part to a horse’s natural predominance toward one side or the other; what is sometimes called
“natural crookedness”, or being “right or left-eye dominant.”
Horses are the same as humans in this respect. Eight to nine out of ten of
humans are naturally right-handed. In my experience working with performance horses, I find the numbers to be comparable - the difference being
that horses have an extra set of legs back there, so that this predominance
shows up on a diagonal. In doing physical bodywork on horses I find the
majority to be what I call right front-left hind horses. They generally are a
little more comfortable on the left lead and more comfortable bending and
turning to the left. As they tend to put a little more load on the right front,
over time they will accumulate more tension in the right poll and upper neck
as compared to the left – which affects flexing to the right; and as they put
more load on the left hind they will become tighter in the sacrum, and the
gluteal and hamstring muscles on the left. The can also over time become a
little stiff in the right loin or lumbar area.
This natural predominance, and the associated muscle tension patterns that
develop, may be very strong in some horses, and less so in others. I originally thought that this asymmetry could be learned behavior due to handling
the horse from an early age, predominantly from the left side; and riding him
with stronger hands, predominantly the right. I started to think differently
when I began working on younger horses straight out of the pasture, as well
as horses that were rarely ridden. The majority of these young horses fit the
above right front-left hind description.
“Why is this important in the training
and performance
of the horse?” you
might ask. Because
working
through
this natural imbalance properly will
positively
affect
your horse’s longterm
soundness,
and improve his
physical ability to
perform even more
demanding movements down the
road.
Proper conditioning involves working through your horse’s natural imbalance in a way that progressively
strengthens the muscles of the weaker direction or diagonal, and supples
the over-developed muscles of the stronger.
One of the easiest ways to accomplish this is to give the horse plenty of intervals of rest during any given training session, and increase the workload
from session to session only in small increments, until you feel that your
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horse is evening out.
If you are still having trouble getting your horse to even out, it could have
something to do with the “progressive” part of the conditioning. He may be
trying to tell you that something is over-tightening. Repetitive movement
of muscles without intervals of rest will lead to over-tightening and loss of
use - meaning range of motion - of those muscles. Continuing to try to work
through the problem can lead to over-straining the muscles that you want to
strengthen, making them less useful.
That’s on a practical level. On the level of the comfort and willingness of
your horse, this over-straining can just plain-old hurt. That’s one thing about
the equine athlete that’s different from the human athlete. The human athlete will do something when pain tells him that something is not working
right, whereas your horse will cover up the pain and keep on trying until it
begins to show up in his movement, or until he goes lame. Just because
the horse will do more doesn’t mean something isn’t happening that might
show up down the road as a physical lameness, or an intermittent or undiagnosed create “mystery lameness”. The key to preventing this is to be
aware of when a performance issue might a physical problem rather than
training problem.
If your horse continues to tell you something is wrong, the first thing to do is
to have the possibility of injury or impending injury ruled out by a vet. Once
a veterinary issue is ruled out or treated, and the horse is still trying to tell
you that something is wrong, the next thing to look for is over-tension of
muscles in the body. It will make both your job, and your horse’s, easier if
you can do something to release tension as it accumulates rather than trying to push through it – and to recognize what the horse is telling you before
it becomes a veterinary issue or something serious that’s going to give you
trouble down the road.
Complimentary sports therapies can be as important for the equine athlete
as for the human athlete, the difference being that human athletes – or
their highly paid agents - can speak up for themselves, whereas the equine
athlete has only you for his agent. In both cases, in the long term it pays to
listen to your client.

Jim Masterson has been the equine bodywork therapist for the
2006, 2008, 2010 and 2012 USEF Endurance Teams, and has
worked on thousands of horses, including equine athletes competing in FEI World Cup, Pan American and World Equestrian
Games competitions. He is the author of the book and DVD
Beyond Horse Massage, and the DVDs Equine Massage For
Performance Horses and Dressage Movements Revealed. Go to
www.mastersonmethod.com for more information.
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Competitive Trail
Obstacles by Ken McNabb

with Katherine Lindsey Meehan

Part 2 of 2
Whether you compete in trail classes or not, trail obstacle courses are a
great way to get your horse used to a lot of things and have fun. In this
month’s article, we’re going to review nine common trail obstacles and how
I like to see them approached when I am judging a trail class. These are my
personal opinions on how I like to see things done. Keep in mind that each
judge will have a slightly different view on things.
Last month we covered Obstacles 1 through 4. Follow those lessons with
Obstacle 5 through 9 below.
Our fifth obstacle is the side pass poles. This is just a pole on the ground,
and your horse needs to side pass the length of it down and back. I want to
see a horse side pass calmly and correctly, with his body even and square.
He should be flexed in the poll, and his legs should be crossing over as he
moves sideways, not just moving over to meet each other. The rider should
be sitting straight and confidently in the saddle.

Generally you will get points added if you can complete all these exercises
riding with only one hand on the reins.
To sum it up, here are the key points that I look for in a competitive trail
horse and rider:
The horse should be calm, and thinking about what he is doing. The rider
should be focused, sitting straight and upright and looking ahead. I like to
see control both in the rider’s body position and in their communication with
their horse. The rider should demonstrate a conscious effort to maintain the
highest level of safety for themselves and their horse at all times.
Make up your own trail courses at home, practice, and have a good time.
Until next time, may God bless the trails you ride.

Our sixth obstacle is the compass. This is a pole or a two by four, about 12
feet long, with a loop of rope through one end that can be used as a handle.
Both ends of the pole should be sitting on barrels. Your job is to ride up to
one end of the pole, pick it up by the handle, and ride your horse in an even
circle so that the other end of the pole stays on the second barrel. You ride
a complete circle, and set the pole back on the barrel where you picked it up
in the first place. I like to see the horse maintain a nice even arc throughout
the entire circle, and maintain an even speed. The other end of the pole
should not move on the barrel. The rider should sit straight, without leaning
in, and should not drop their end of the pole or pull the opposite end of the
pole off the barrel.
Our seventh obstacle is the tire drag. You take a rope with a tire attached,
dally (wrap) the rope around your saddle horn, and drag the tire to a set location. I look for a rider to dally the rope correctly, with their thumb up, and
to hold their hand correctly near their belt buckle. In my opinion, the rider
should keep an eye on the object they are dragging. When you go to leave
the drag at the drop location, coil the rope neatly and hang it on the designated hook. Before leaving the drag, I like the rider to stop their horse, face
the tire, and back up a few steps. This shows me that the horse is aware of
the object they are dragging. You will lose points if your horse is afraid of
the dragging object, or if the rider drops the rope.
Our eighth obstacle is the rain coat. I like to see the rider brush the coat
over the horse’s neck and hind end. The horse should not be afraid of the
rain coat. It is very important to me that the rider NOT drop both reins and
swing the rain coat over their head to put it on. Doing it this way is a huge
safety hazard. If your horse spooked, bolted, or bucked when both your
arms were halfway in to the coat above your head, you would have no way
of stopping him. The rider should take the reins on one hand, put the other
arm though the coat, then switch the reins to the other hand and put that
arm in to the coat. Repeat this process when taking the coat off.
Our ninth obstacle is the gate. It is very important that you keep a hand on
the gate from the time you open it to the time you close it. There are two
ways of opening the gate. You can either push the gate away from you,
ride through it, and back your horse up to shut it, or you can pull the gate
towards you, ride through, and side pass to close it. Either way is acceptable. I suggest you pick the way that your horse seems more comfortable
and stick with that. Your horse should be quiet through this entire process,
and should not be afraid of the gate.
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Together, Ken, his wife DeeDee, and their two young sons Kurt
and Trent live near Cody , Wyoming where they are dedicated as
a family to teaching others to dream bigger, ride taller and live
happier. A new partnership with Diamond Land and Livestock
Company, a large cow calf and ranch horse operation in Douglas,
Wyoming, has also provided an excellent location for Ken’s
Three Week Apprenticeship Program as well as his one week
Back in the Saddle and Horsemanship clinic.
For more information on Ken McNaab’s programs call 307-6453149 or go to his website KenMcNabb.com.
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NORTH DAKOTA BADLANDS HORSE

Saving Wild Horses with Social
Media & Cooperation

Wild horses running through the striated buttes
and cedar draws of the North Dakota Badlands
stir the heart of any visitor to Theodore Roosevelt
National Park, in southwestern North Dakota.
Having hiked and ridden in the park for two decades, my husband and I were familiar with this
magnificent herd. Referred to as feral by the
National Park Service because of their unknown
ancestry, they were, none the less, every bit as
wild, noble, and beautiful as any mustang. Other
enthusiasts of this small herd felt, as did we, that
they were deserving of a good home when some
were culled from this “Demonstration Herd” that
was managed in the Park to represent the wild
horses that Theodore Roosevelt saw when he
hunted and ranched in the Badlands. In 2009 we
worked together to promote the horses of TRNP
and were able to save 69 of the 77 horses roun
ed up in the Park and then sold at public auction.

Our small group was jubilant to have saved that
many by finding people who would buy them and
give them a home, but my ears still ring with the
screams of the eight that were loaded on trucks
that night and hauled away to slaughter. We determined that this would never happen again if
we could stop it.
The North Dakota Badlands Horse Registry was
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created and our mission statement is: “Because
wild horses of the Badlands hold a unique place
in the history and settlement of North Dakota, the
North Dakota Badlands Horse Registry was established to register, promote, appreciate by educating the public, and preserve the wild horses of
Theodore Roosevelt National Park”.
Even before we were sure that TRNP would be
able to afford another expensive helicopter
roundup of the horses, we started reaching out to
other wild horse advocacy groups and individuals
for help in getting the word out that there would
be a roundup of the 213 member TRNP herd, and
at least 100 of them might be culled and sold to
the public. This meant that anyone, including kill
buyers, could buy these horses and do whatever
they wanted with them.
One day my phone rang
and my jaw dropped as
I heard the voice of Ginger Kathrens, the face
and voice of wild horses
in America today. She
offered her services and
that of her organization,
The Cloud Foundation,
to do what they could to
save the TRNP horses.
Ginger produced and distributed Press Releases
and videos about the
plight of these horses.
These pieces were shared
far and wide on Facebook
and through emails and
web sites. The Cloud
Foundation also accepted
donations for us for the
purchase of horses. Our core group at North Dakota Badlands Horse was humbled and so very
grateful for the outpouring of care and concern
for the little known wild horses of TRNP.

only auction barn to accept the wild horse sale.
Having identified horses for the past 4 roundups,
my husband and I again took part in the processing of 197 wild horses penned just days before
the scheduled sale. Stress was kept at a minimum for animal and man, resulting in no injuries
to either. The Park personnel determined which
horses would be returned to freedom in the Park,
and chose 103 horses, ages 3 and under, to be
auctioned at the sale barn. The park Biologist
decided that no older horses would be sold, even
if they were not a part of the ongoing Contraceptive Research Project, because he wanted every
horse to have the best chance of finding a good
home.

Another phone call came from a dear friend from

Sale day dawned cold, windy, and rainy, but the
wild horses were quiet in their pens. The talented cowboys that the sale manager had hired
to move them in and out of pens and into the
sale ring had done an excellent job. The horses
showed fear in their eyes as two or three at a
time followed the riders in and out of the ring,
but they took confidence from the riders’ horses.
Bidding was lively on the weanlings and yearlings, prices often climbing to several hundred
dollars. The most expensive purchase was for
a stunning weanling that sold for $2800. All 103
horses went to people who cared about them.
Team North Dakota Badlands Horse had succeeded in accomplishing what had not been done
before with the TRNP horses; none of them went
to slaughter! Over the months since the sale, reports have come in that buyers are so pleased
with the behavior and temperaments of their
horses. Some even wonder if their equines were
ever wild, as indeed they were. They just needed
the gentle touch of caring hearts and hands, and
a social network of people who cared enough to
join TEAM NDBH and lend a hand.

Wishek, North Dakota. Amazingly, it was the
Wishek Livestock Sale Barn that had been the

Photos provided by Mary Lou Weber and Lisa Friday (The Cloud Foundation).
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2013 NRHA Professionals of the Year Announced
The National Reining Horse Association (NRHA)
Professionals Committee met during the National Reining Breeders Classic (NRBC) in Katy,
Texas and approved the following NRHA Professional awards for 2013.
NRHA
P ro f e s s i o n a l
Horseman of
the Year
Josh
Visser
from Whitesboro,
Texas,
has been an
NRHA Professional
since
2007.
With
NRHA Lifetime Earnings of over $177,500, he
was elected to the NRHA Executive Committee where he currently serves. Visser is also
a member of several other NRHA committees.
Visser has several finalist accomplishments in
NRHA major events. Outside of the show pen
Visser donates countless hours to working
with NRHA to grow the sport of Reining. At
the 2013 Adequan® North American Affiliate
Championships (NAAC), Visser Reining Horses,
Josh and his wife Carri, donated bikes to third
place in all 15 NAAC classes. Over the past
couple of years, Visser has donated his time
working with firefighters and police officers
who competed during the NRHA Futurity in the
Oklahoma City National Memorial Foundation
benefit. Recently he volunteered to assist a
reining para-athlete during the 2013 American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA) World
Championship Show. In addition, Visser donated his expertise to countless clinics and
other fundraising events to benefit the youth
of NRHA and National Reining Horse Youth Association (NRHyA). Find our more about Josh
Visser at www.visserreining.com.
NRHA
P ro f e s s i o n a l
H o r s e wo m a n
of the Year
Carol Metcalf
from Pilot Point,
Texas, has been
an NRHA Professional since
2005
with
NRHA Lifetime
Earnings of nearly $200,000. In 2004, Metcalf was the Intermediate and Limited Open
Champion at the NRHA Futurity. She also has
won innumerable World Championships with
various breed associations and equine disciplines. Metcalf was the 1996 AQHA Professional Horsewoman of the Year. According
to Metcalf, “Every student has his or her own
individual qualities. We appreciate the good
qualities, but focus on the weaknesses and try
to bring them up to the same level as their
best qualities. Then, it all balances out.” Carol
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operates Metcalf Quarter Horses with her husband Steve and their son Carter.

rience,” expressed one nominator. Find out
more about Pete Kyle at www.petekyle.com.

NRHA
P ro f e s s i o n a l
Non Pro Coach
of the Year

NRHA Professional
Upand-Coming
Trainer of the
Year

Mark
Rafacz
from
Citra,
Florida,
has
been an NRHA
Professional
since
2004.
With
NRHA
Lifetime Earnings of over $168,000, Rafacz’s
nominations were filled with accolades about
how much he loves the sport of Reining. Having coached many Top 10 and NRHA World
Champions, Rafacz still finds time to donate
his time to NRHA regional clinics that benefit the NRHyA. Along with his wife Shannon,
the Rafaczs sponsor many shows around the
Southeast region. One nominator said, “Mark
is truly unlike any other non pro coach in the
country. He is kind, determined, competitive
and he has a special talent for riding reining
horses and coaching non pro clients.” Find out
more about Mark Rafacz at markrafacz.com.
NRHA
P ro f e s s i o n a l
Youth Coach
of the Year

Jimmy Van Der
Hoeven
from
Whitesboro,
Texas, has been
an NRHA Professional since
2012 and an NRHA member since 2002. With
NRHA Lifetime Earnings of over $250,000, Van
Der Hoeven came to the U.S. from Holland in
2010 virtually unknown and he has grown
into one of NRHA’s top professionals. Riding Black Hails Gold, Van Der Hoeven was the
2013 NRHA Futurity Level 3 Open Champion
and Level 4 Open third place. Van Der Hoeven
donates his time as well returning to Holland
and providing a free clinic there. A nominator
said, “He has a great work ethic, he works until the job is done no matter how long it takes.
I feel that it will not be very long before we see
him among the ranks of million dollar riders.”
Find out more about Jimmy Van Der Hoeven at
www.cedarridgestallions.com.
NRHA Professionals Award Program
The NRHA Professionals Award Program was
established by the NRHA Professionals Committee to recognize outstanding individuals in their profession. To be eligible, each
individual had to be a member of the NRHA
Professionals Program during 2013. With a
deadline of March 1, NRHA members nominated candidates in all five categories, including information regarding the nominee’s
character, professionalism and the reason(s)
he/she deserved the award. The committee
then reviewed the nominations and selected
the award winners. Please check upcoming
issues of the NRHA Reiner for more details
on each 2013 winner. Award winners will be
honored at the NRHA Annual Awards and Hall
of Fame Induction Banquet on June 26, 2014.
NRHA Professionals of the Year will receive
custom Montana Silversmiths spurs. The
banquet will be held at the National Cowboy
& Western Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City.
Banquet tickets may be purchased at nrhaderby.com or 405-946-7400.

Pete Kyle from
Whitesboro,
Texas, has been
an NRHA Professional since
2003.
With
NRHA Lifetime
Earnings of nearly $557,000, Kyle serves many
roles worldwide in the reining community
such as United States Equestrian Foundation
(USEF) Chairman of the Reining Committee,
President of USA Reining and he serves on the
Sweden-based Federation Equestre Internationale (FEI) reining committee. Kyle serves as
the FEI North American Junior and Young Rider
Championship Team Coach at the competition
in Lexington, Kentucky. “The experience Kyle
cultivated was much more than just winning
gold medals and representing Team U.S.A. on
the podium. The youth were given the opportunity to interact with the international equestrian community, cultivate an appreciation
for the diverse equestrian
disciplines,
Incorporated in 1966, the National Reining Horse Association is
become skilled with
the standard setting body for the sport of Reining. NRHA, with
the usage of media
their International Headquarters in Oklahoma City, is responand communication
sible for promoting the sport of Reining and working to ensure
skills to promote the
the highest standards of competition. To learn more about the
sport of Reining and
NRHA, its programs and family of corporate partners, visit nrha.
become part of all
com. Photo Credit: NRHA.
the ‘team spirit’ that
grew from the expe-
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Josey World Champion Jr. Barrel Race
The 33rd Annual Josey World Champion Jr. Barrel Race, hosted by legends R.E. and Martha Josey, welcomed competitors from over 30 states
of this great nation May 9th through the 11th.
This year, Bailee Snow was one of 442 contestants who pulled their hats down low and made
a run for over $200,000 in cash and prizes from a
list of world renowned corporate Platinum sponsors such as, Big Tex Cimarron Trailers, Circle
Y Saddlery, Josey Pro-Kold Therapy, Lifewave,

MVP United Vet Equine, Priefert Rodeo and Ranch
Equipment, Purina Mills, and Wrangler. Some of
the greatest names in saddles were also presented by Circle Y, Billy Cook and Jerry Beagley.
Even with many of these young women and
young men sporting championship buckles already collected in their young careers, Bailee was
ready to prove she had what it takes to be a world
champion! The Josey World Champion Jr. Barrel

Race format gives each contestant a chance on
both Friday and Saturday to qualify for one of the
120 spots going to the finals on Sunday. The 15
contestants that qualified in each D on Friday
and Saturday came back for the finals on Sunday in one of the toughest Josey World Champion
Jr. Barrel Races ever. R.E. and Martha Josey’s
nephew, and Josey Event Coordinator, Gary Arthur, says, “We have worked hard for many, many
years to make this the best barrel racing event
in the country. It’s tough, and the competition is
fierce.”
The Josey Jr. World, as it is known around the
globe, is known for more than just the best youth
competitors and fast horses. It is a place that
sets the standards for the industry. It has been a
place of “firsts” in the barrel racing world:
• First to use more than one tractor to work
the ground.
• First to have a stick horse race for those four
and under.
• First to drag the pattern after every two runs
in the Short Go Finals.
The weekend started as every event at the Home
of R.E and Martha Josey does – by paying tribute to God and Country. Elise Wade, Miss Rodeo
Oklahoma Teen, displayed the beauty of our red,
white, and blue as she presented our stars and
stripes to the arena while riding Martha Josey’s
horse. Following the opening prayer and the National Anthem, sang by 9 year old Chesney Neal,
the race was on in the main arena. The 442 contestants gave their all to claim one of the 15 spots
in each of the four D’s in the Purina Mills First Go.
After a stormy night on Thursday, as the competition began Friday morning the clouds rolled
away and the sun peeked through trying to get
a glimpse of the battle of the best as they hit the
arena for the Purina Mills 1st Go Round. When
the dust settled Sydni Cain from Jasper, Texas
riding “Prissy” had stopped the clock in 16.059
seconds for the fastest time of the day and secured a place in the finals. Samantha Spurlock
from Rosebud, Arkansas led the 2D on First Firewater with a time of 16.560, Gracie Gambino from
Winnsboro, Texas was on top of the 3D at 16.922
riding Lady, and the 4D was led by Shannon McBride from Bagley, Minnesota aboard LGR Dandy
Stripper with a time of 17.063. Bailee Snow debuted in the 1d, but down the line from the leader,
at 16.542 on Dr. Jet Rare Ghost.
The run order was reversed on Saturday for the
Priefert 2nd Go, and the contestants who did not
make the times for the finals on Friday, had another shot to qualify, as those already qualified
ran for more money. Saturday’s competition was
just as fierce, and once again 60 claimed the right
to compete in the finals on Sunday. Leading the
Saturday action was Chayni Chamberlain of Stephenville, Texas riding Dat Flowing Bunny across
the line in 15.993 to set the pace. Brittany Baton
of Kilgore, Texas led the 2D with Annies N’ Vegas
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recording a time of 16.631. Addison Roberts of SW Ranches, Florida was on
top in the 3D with a time of 17.025 aboard Classic Jazzman, while Glenn
Stodart and Flippin Marvelous took the honors in the 4D with a time of
18.002. The young competitor from Arkansas, Bailey Snow held on at 6th
place, with a time of 16.193, claiming her spot in the Big Tex Short Go Finals.
The sunlight streaked softly through the East Texas pines into the arena on
Sunday morning for Mothers’ Day as Team Josey set up for another Josey
Ranch and Clinic tradition, the Sunday morning church service. R.E. and
Martha Josey welcomed the crowd. As the peaceful fellowship of the Sunday service and the scholarship presentations lingered, the air tensed for
the final completion round as the arena was made ready. With anxiety filling
the arena, it was time to crown a champion from the 120 finalists. Bailey
Snow, along with the others, waited anxiously.
After the conditioning and big pack of the arena surface, it was time for the
action to begin again. As the draw drew closer to the final 120th contestant,
everyone held their breath, waiting in anticipation to see who would hold
on to their positions in the 4d. Contestant number 111 was announced as
eight year old Payton Ann Lynch of Crawford Texas flew through the barrel
pattern on her horse Jackie Joe Wells and returned to the alley with a time
of 16.018, the new leader of the Jr. World. Four more contestants followed
her, but could not match her time. Then came the 116th rider, contestant
number 206: Bailee Snow.
It was Bailee Snow’s time to make her final run. She had come a long way
from her mother training her green, two year old horse in Bentonville, Arkansas just years ago. She pulled her hat down low and kicked her heals into
Dr. Jet Rare Ghost as she flew from the alley. She turned each barrel one by
one then headed for home. She could not see the time clock but somehow
through the applause she heard announcer Randy Adams, “15.936! We have
a new leader!” Bailee had been correct: she had what it
takes to be a champion. She waited on
pins and needles as
the last four barrel
racers made their
runs. Although the
next to last contestant, Danielle Harmon of Abilene, Texas, came very close,
running
15.959,
Bailee held on to the
lead. She was the
new Josey Jr. World
Champion.

Texas aboard MP Lone Wolfe. The 3D was topped by Emma Charleston of
Reeds, Missouri riding Foolish Driver who clocked a 16.947 followed by
Paige Jones of Wayne, Oklahoma on LRR Jetty Bars with a time of 16.961.
The 4D Champion was Brittany Norris of West Harrison Indiana riding DMS
Red Rock posting 18.212 followed by Adisyn Henderson of Silsbee, Texas, on
Walkabout with a time of 18.229 to claim the reserve honors.
For Bailee Snow’s top time she received a horse trailer provided by Big Tex
CM Trailer, a Circle Y Ty Mitchell “Renegade” saddle donated Paula Cisneros, Bob Berg Belt Buckle, Wrangler Jeans, Purina Feed, MVP Exceed 6 Way
Supplement, and a bucket full of other great prizes plus $3,207 in cash. For
the Fastest Time Award, Bailee also won a custom bit made by and donated
by Mr. Don Wasson.
The champion of each division won a beautifully crafted saddle from one
of top saddle makers in the nation: Circle Y, Billy Cook, or Jerry Beagley,
along with other sponsor prizes from Priefert, Supreme Western Products,
Wrangler, Tractor Supply, and MVP/United Vet Equine. Reserve champions
all received custom Bob Berg buckles and buckets full of sponsor prizes.
Josey Enterprises Marketing Director, Tony McCullough asks everyone to
please make your plans to be a part of the 34th Annual Josey World Championship Junior Barrel Race as a spectator or participant next year. “This was
the best year so far since the beginning of the Jr. World, 33 years ago, and
we are already discussing how to make things even bigger and better next
year, with even more money and prizes.”
The Josey Ranch clinic coordinator, Haley Keller, has already started taking
entries for the 2015 Jr. World event. We hope to see you there. In the meantime, we’ll see you at the pay window.

After a celebratory
cake party presented by Boot Barn it
was time to honor
the champions of
2014, Bailee Snow
claimed the top spot
at 15.936, followed
by reserve champion Danielle Harmon
of Abilene, Texas
on Cashin on the
Bayou with a time
of 15.959. The 2D
champion was Hannah Forsythe riding
Pearl Snappin with
a time of 16.452.
Reserve Champion
in the 2D was Tanna
Furry of Giddings,
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Hoof
Abscesses
By Brian W. Fitzgerald, DVM

The scenario is all too familiar for many horse owners… yesterday
your horse was sound, but today you find him crippled, with no apparent injury! What could have happened? Odds are this horse has a hoof
abscess. Sooner or later, nearly all horse owners will encounter this
problem. Fortunately, most horses make a full recovery with prompt
treatment.
Hoof Abscesses Explained 
Hoof abscesses occur when bacteria get trapped between the sensitive
laminae (the tissue layer that bonds the hoof capsule to the coffin bone)
and the hoof wall or sole. The bacteria create exudate (pus), which
builds up and creates pressure behind the hoof wall or sole. This pressure can become extremely painful.
Although most commonly seen during the wet winter and spring
months, hoof abscesses can plague horses year-round. Moisture in the
environment can soften regions of the foot and make it easier for bacteria to get trapped inside. Extremely dry conditions can cause brittle,
cracked feet. The abscess-causing bacteria enter the foot through hoof
cracks, by traveling up the white line, though penetrating wounds to the
foot, and even by “close” horseshoeing nails. Deep bruising might also
trigger abscesses.
Diagnosing a Hoof Abscess 
While a hoof abscess generally takes several days to develop, most
horses don’t show any clinical signs until the pressure becomes so
great that severe lameness is evident. Often this lameness develops
overnight. Changes in blood flow to the hoof cause it to throb, and this
can be detected as a more evident pulse in the affected lower limb.
Palpation of the coronary band (hairline) or heel bulbs often elicits pain.
Some hoof abscesses can cause varying degrees of swelling in the lower limbs, but the majority will not. It is important to involve your veterinarian early on in the diagnosis and treatment of this condition because
hoof abscesses can mimic other more serious diseases or injuries.
Vets usually diagnose a hoof abscess based on history and a physical
examination. Whenever possibly your vet will use hoof testers to localize the abscess to a region of the foot. Sometimes he or she might use
diagnostic nerve blocks or even radiographs to confirm the diagnosis
or to pinpoint the exact location of the abscess.
Treatment 
The quickest way to relieve hoof abscess pain is to drain the exudates
buildup, which is like popping a large pimple. The growing exudates
and pressure of the abscess will try to take the path of least resistance.
For some abscesses, this means they will rupture on their own and
drain at the coronary band (commonly referred to as a “gravel”) or heel
bulbs. Other abscesses will need to be surgically drained by your veterinarian. For a small percentage of abscesses, they will spread deeper
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into surrounding structures, such as the coffin bone, the navicular bursae, or deep digital flexor tendon sheath. This is particularly true with
chronic abscesses in which treatment is delayed. If any of these other
structures become affected, the treatment can be prolonged, costly,
and could result in unsoundness.
In most cases, your veterinarian will create a small hole through the
white line, sole, or hoof wall in order to provide a pathway for the exudate to leave the foot. Once drainage is established, your veterinarian
will probably apply some type of poultice or bandage to help pull the
remaining exudates from the hoof. Depending on where the abscess
drains, your vet might recommend keeping the drainage site clean until
has had a chance to dry and harden.
Prevention 
Regular hoof care and farriery is an important step in preventing hoof
abscesses, but there is no guarantee that your horse will be immune to
this problem. While difficult to control, avoiding extremely wet or dry
conditions, as well as sudden changes in moisture, can help prevent
formation of hoof abscesses. Routine mucking of stalls, pens, or other
confined areas can also help prevent them.
AAEP Forum article courtesy of The Horse magazine, an
AAEP Media Partner.

The American Association of Equine Practitioners, headquartered
in Lexington, Ky., was founded in 1954 as a non-profit organization
dedicated to the health and welfare of the horse.  Currently, the
AAEP reaches more than 5 million horse owners through its nearly
10,000 members worldwide and is actively involved in ethics
issues, practice management, research and continuing education
in the equine veterinary profession and horse industry.
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Horses Who Spook in Windy Situations
By Pat Parelli

Whatever the time of year, the weather can suddenly turn windy … sometimes making horses
spook more easily. In this article, Linda Parelli
gives us some advice on what to do in windy
conditions.
It’s natural for prey animals to be spookier in
windy weather. All that movement in the bushes
makes it much harder to detect a predator, so
they are on high alert. But here’s the key... when
a horse completely trusts you, he will no longer
feel unsafe. It’s all about the relationship.
Many people think they have great relationships
with their horses but let’s take a look at what a
“relationship” between horse and human really
means. Does he see you as friendly and trustworthy and a worthy leader?
Think about and answer the points below:

• Does he come to you as soon as he sees you or
turn away and leave?
• Does he prefer your company or the company
of other horses?
• Does he let you touch him everywhere or does
he have spots he’s worried or defensive about?
• Does he do what you ask willingly, or does he
argue with you or get skittish and bracy?
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• Does he move confidently where you ask or
does he balk and shy and try to go the other way?
• Does he become more relaxed in your presence or more tense?
• Is he calm when you are calm, or does he act
as if you aren’t even there?
• When he’s afraid, do you get tense and hold
him back or can you stay calm and focused without making him feel worse?
This is the kind of relationship we are talking
about. When you can confidently say “yes” to all
the above points, then you know you have transcended the prey-predator relationship of constant insecurity (with both you and your horse).
Once this relationship has been formed, all of
your problems go away... not just the spookiness
when it’s windy.
Horses respond to love,
language and leadership in equal doses.
Some people are really good at love, others at leadership, and
most are not good at
language with horses.
This is because for the
most part we are taught
to longe our horses
in mindless circles to
blow off steam, saddle
up and get on, kick to
go and pull on the reins
to turn or stop. There is
so much more that you
can do to communicate
in a more sophisticated
way; a way that gives
you the language to
calm a horse down,
prepare him, and use energy and body language
more than legs and hands. In order to truly get
your horse’s trust as friend and leader, you need
to be good at all three: love, language and leadership.
Love
Different horses need to be shown “love” in dif-

ferent ways; this is not just about petting your
horse and giving him treats. If your horse is
unconfident, nervous or withdrawn, you need
to give him lots of undemanding time. If your
horse is confident, domineering, playful and easily bored, you need to do interesting and playful
things with him.
Either way, you are showing how much you care
about his emotional needs and each approach
does not work for the opposite Horsenality (his
unique personality)! Learn how to approach your
horse as the individual he is and he’ll start to
change his opinion of you.
Language
Horses have a well-developed language between
themselves but when it comes to horses and humans, you can’t even call it a language. A series
of kicks, squeezes, pulls and clucks might help
you start, stop and steer, but you really have no
way to get the horse connected to you mentally
and emotionally.
How are you going to tell him everything is okay?
It’s not by saying “easy boy”, but if he looks at
you like he does his alpha horse, he’ll take his
lead from you. If you are calm, he will behave
calmly.
Pat Parelli figured out a way to communicate with
horses using body language and a specific set
of maneuvers that horses use with each other.
These are maneuvers which mares use with foals
right from the beginning.
He named these maneuvers the Seven Games.
No matter what maneuver you want a horse to
perform or situation you want him to be able to
deal with, one or more of these Games can be
found at the root.
The most important game is the first one, the
Friendly Game. Without first accomplishing this
maneuver, horses can be suspicious about our
predatory intent and that alone is enough to
make them not want to listen.
(Continued on page 46)
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Preparation
As your horse’s leader, you are going to be taking him into situations that he
has no genetic preparation for so, therefore it is up to you to prepare him.
Use simulated situations where constant movement is a feature and play
with your horse on the ground as if nothing’s going on, as if to say “don’t
focus on that, pay attention to what I’m telling you!”
You could have a friend tapping on a fence, or rhythmically rustling a tarp or
blanket, opening and closing an umbrella, etc. You don’t want them to come
near you, just have them in one spot a good distance away from the horse
so he’s distracted but not panicking and trying to leave.
Play the Seven Games with your horse as if the object is not there. Each day,
play the Games closer and closer, retreating as soon as your horse gets worried and then re-approaching. Continue doing this until your horse doesn’t
care what else is going on. You will improve not only his self-confidence but
especially his confidence in you as a leader.
(Continued from page 44)
Leadership
What is a leader in the horse’s eyes? The horse is calmer, smarter, braver
and more athletic! The 7 Games help you to appear this way because they
are the games horses play with each other in order to establish dominance
and leadership within the herd.
When in “horseville”, you need to do as horses do, to feel, think and act like
a horse and to earn your position as alpha, as the leader rather than the
“owner” or “rider”.
Horses are natural followers who are looking for natural leaders. In a horse’s
eyes, natural leaders are good communicators, sensitive, focused, they are
mentally, emotionally and physically fit and they never use force, fear or
intimidation. If leadership does not come naturally to you, then you need to
learn it. Your problems are not about the wind.
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Remember, it’s not about the commotion; it’s about your ability to stay focused and keep getting your horse to focus no matter what is going on.
Conclusion
There is no quick fix for spooky horses. It’s all about building their selfconfidence, their confidence in you as their leader, and then maintaining
that confidence as you go into more and more challenging situations. When
your relationship becomes really strong, all those problems simply disappear; it’s not about the wind.

Pat Parelli coined the term “natural horsemanship” and founded
his program based on a foundation of love, language and
leadership. Together with his wife Linda, Pat has spread PNH
across the globe with campuses in the United States, United
Kingdom and Australia. // ParelliConnect.com.
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Equine
Back Pain
by Dr. Lisa Borzynski

Unfortunately, in both humans and horses, a pain in the back can be a “pain
in the neck” to diagnose and treat! Back pain can begin as very subtle
changes in the horse’s performance or temperament and may not be recognized initially. The sheer mass of the equine musculature can make the
diagnosis and treatment of back pain even more difficult.
Symptoms
Most horses with back pain present with vague signs such as diminished
performance, attitude changes, and gait alterations. When ridden, the horse
may be reluctant to move forward and come “through”, resist stretching
over the topline, hollow through the back, refuse leads, resist lateral work,
toss its head, wring
its tail, pin its ears,
or buck. In more
severe cases, the
horse may resent
grooming, flinch
when
saddling,
move stiffly, stand
with a hunched
back, or resist having its legs picked
up.
Causes
The sources of
back pain may be just as subtle and varied. Falls, kicks, overstretching,
wear and tear, and other injuries may cause stiffness bruising, nerve damage, or even fractures. Jumping and dressage, in particular, require a great
deal of back strength. Have a veterinarian evaluate your horse as soon as
possible after injury to minimize inflammation and prevent further damage,
especially if there is incoordination (ataxia) or strange behavior associated
with it.
A common cause is a poor fitting saddle. Having an experienced saddle
fitter evaluate your saddle may solve the problem. Proper placement, tree
width, balance, and stability are important to avoid pinching the muscles,
putting pressure on the spine, and concentrating the pressure over too small
an area. Bruises, muscle fatigue, strains, or even pinched nerves can result
from improper fit. The saddle may also alter the rider’s position enough to
create undo pressure on a particular area of the horse’s back. Even if your
saddle was professionally fit, the saddle fit can change over time as it is
broken in or, even throughout the year, as your horse’s shape and fitness
level change.
Back pain is often secondary to other medical problems. A lame or unbalanced horse may alter its movement, which will alter the way the back
moves. This can cause back pain that may not even be noticed until the
primary lameness is resolved. Have a veterinarian evaluate foot and lameness issues early to avoid prolonged lameness that may lead to back pain.
Conformation can also be a contributing factor. While you cannot change a
horse with a weak or long back, proper training can at least help to strengthen the neck, abdominal muscles, top line, and hindquarters to support the
back. Some horses will be predisposed to developing “kissing spine” lesions due to impingement of the dorsal spinous processes.
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Oral pain may cause a horse to carry its head and neck higher, which may
create back stiffness. A thorough oral exam and regular teeth floating
should help prevent this. Some mares may experience ovarian pain during
their estrus cycle that may manifest as back pain.
Another source of your horse’s pain may be you! Not just because you are
making him work, but your riding style, your technique, and possibly your
size may be creating strain or pressure on the back. Have an experienced
trainer evaluate you to see if you might be causing the problem. The solution
may be as simple as a change in position.
Diagnosis
Evaluation of back pain can be difficult. Initially, a basic physical exam and
oral exam can help rule out other primary medical issues. A routine lameness must be performed to evaluate the horse’s way of going and rule out
primary lameness issues. Evaluation and palpation of the entire neck, back,
and sacroiliac region is performed to assess pain, swelling, tightness, and
asymmetry. Rectal exam may be helpful to evaluate the pelvis, reproductive
tract, iliopsoas muscle, and blood flow to the hind limbs. Depending on the
practitioner’s comfort level, the saddle fit will be addressed.
X-rays may be performed to evaluate for kissing spines, osteophytes, and
fractures. Ultrasound evaluation is very useful for evaluating the articular
facets, muscles and ligaments of the neck, back, and lumbar region. The
sacroiliac region can, in most cases, be evaluated quite thoroughly by ultrasound. Occasionally, referral for nuclear scintigraphy (bone scan) or thermography may be necessary.
The list of diagnoses may include:
• Severe muscle pain
• “Pinched” nerves-nerve inflammation
• Sacroiliac joint pain
• Sacroiliac desmitis - inflammation of the sacroiliac ligaments
• Overriding spinous processes (“kissing spines”)-bone on bone rubbing
between the spinous processes
• Osteoarthritis of the facets-arthritis between the vertabrae
• Discospondylosis - calcification of the ventral longitudinal ligament
• Supraspinous desmitis - inflammation of the supraspinous ligaments
• Fractures
Therapies
Treatment of back pain has come a long way in recent years. Depending on
the diagnosis, some sources of back pain can resolve completely and others
may require life-long maintenance. Some of the therapies utilized for back
pain include:
• Veterinary Spinal Manipulation Therapy (VSMT) or chiropractic adjustment helps to “re-align”
• Ultrasound showing arthritis of facets the spinal column to relieve subtle
impingements on the nerves and improve the circulation and flow of energy.
• Extracorporeal Shockwave Therapy (ESWT) involves pulse waves that are
emitted from a transducer to improve blood flow to a region and stimulate
healing. This is especially useful in cases of “kissing spine” lesions, sacroiliac pain, and muscle pain.
• Injections of anti-inflammatories into the sacroiliac, paravertebral, or intervertebral spaces for sacroiliac disease, osteoarthritis, deep muscle pain,
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

and kissing spines
• Acupuncture is used to relieve pain and muscle spasms, and to increase
nerve regeneration and circulation
• Mesotherapy has some similarities to acupuncture-a series of microinjections are made along the back to relieve muscle pain and inflammation. It is
especially useful for muscle pain and kissing spines
• Methocarbamol (Robaxin) is a muscle relaxant for muscle spasms
• Tildren is a new drug which helps to reduce bone resorption and may be
helpful in cases of back pain associated with bony lesions
• Equine physiotherapy is an area of ongoing research, however most of the
work is being adapted from human therapies. Various forms of muscle massage, body work, stretching, isometrics, laser, TENS, therapeutic ultrasound,
and specific exercises may all be helpful for treatment of back pain from
primary and secondary sources, as well as prevention of future injury.
Back pain can be a frustrating to diagnosis and treat, however, tremendous
progress has been made in this area in recent years and there is hope!

“It’s all about the horse…” We strive to maximize the quality of
life for our equine patients by providing compassionate care with
the utmost attention to the individual needs of the horse and the
clients we serve.”
Wisconsin Equine Clinic and Hospital
39151 Delafield Road,
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
www.wisconsinequineclinic.com
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Your Mare & Foal Heat
Foal heat is the first estrus or heat period that
occurs after foaling. Mares usually first come
into heat by 6 to 8 days postpartum. The average interval from foaling to first ovulation is
10 days, although mares can ovulate as early
as 7 to 8 days or as late as 14 to 15 days postpartum and be considered clinically normal.
Pregnancy rates are usually higher for mares
that ovulate 10 or more days after foaling than
mares that ovulate on or before day 9 post
foaling.
The Breeding Decision
Mare owners and breeding managers must decide as a general rule whether or not to breed
mares on the foal heat. Reviews of breeding
records indicate that mares initially bred on
their foal heat will maintain a foaling interval
of approximately 12 months. Not every mare
becomes pregnant after a foal heat breeding,
but the average interval from foaling to pregnancy for mares initially bred on the foal heat
is about 25 days. In contrast, waiting until the
second (30-day) heat to begin breeding will inevitably result in a longer foaling-to-conception interval. Owners that choose not to breed
mares on the foal heat must accept the fact
that eventually each mare will have to be left
open for a season every 4 to 6 years when the

potential foaling date becomes too late in the
season. The economic implications of the lost
foal crop and continued costs of board and
care for barren mares during this ‘lost year’
are obvious.
The Postpartum Mare
The equine uterus undergoes remarkable
changes following foaling. Placental fluid and
debris (called lochia) is expelled, the tissue
lining of the uterus regenerates and the size
of the uterus decreases. A majority of mares
have significant inflammation present in their
uterus during the first week postpartum and
bacteria can be cultured from the uterus of
many mares during their foal heat. Although
many breeding programs specify that mares
will not be bred unless a negative uterine culture is obtained (i.e. the mare is ‘clean’ or free
of infection), research has indicated that the
presence or absence of bacteria is not correlated to fertility in foal heat mares. This will
not hold true for cycles after the foal heat,
where presence of uterine bacteria is a significant cause of reduced fertility.
A majority of mares have a foal heat ovulation and subsequently continue to cycle at approximately 21-day intervals. However, some
mares will have a foal
heat ovulation followed
by a variable period of
anestrus until the mare
resumes normal cyclic
activity. A frustrating
few will have minimal
to no follicular development following foaling and will not cycle
at all for 2 to 3 months.
Failure to develop follicles and/or ovulate
after foaling is due primarily to the effects of
season. Consequently,
mares that foal in January through March in
the Northern Hemisphere are most likely
to be affected. Failure
of follicular growth in
postpartum mares has
occasionally been attributed to lactation
and some mares return
to estrus soon after the
foal is weaned.
Management
Options
A number of strategies have been used in
an attempt to enhance
fertility of mares in the
early postpartum pe-
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riod. Exposure of pregnant mares to an artificial photoperiod during the last trimester will
shorten the length of gestation by 7 to 10 days
and decrease the risk of returning to a state of
ovarian inactivity or anestrus following foaling. Administration of progesterone or Regumate to postpartum mares has been used in
an attempt to delay the first ovulation and enhance pregnancy rates, but results have been
inconsistent. It used to be trendy to lavage
the uterus of mares 1 to 2 days after foaling.
However, clinical trials concluded that routine
uterine lavage did not increase pregnancy
rates in normal post-foaling mares. Oxytocin
or prostaglandins are sometimes used in postfoaling mares to promote uterine contractions
and thereby eliminate fluid and debris and decrease the size of the uterus in an attempt to
enhance foal heat conception rates.
A simple, common strategy to optimize post
partum conception rates in mares with uncomplicated foalings is to have the mare examined by ultrasound on days 7 and 9 post
foaling. Mares that ovulate on or before day 9
are not bred, but are administered prostaglandins 5 days after ovulation to bring them back
into heat (i.e., short-cycled). Mares that still
have a large follicle 9 days post-foaling are
bred using standard techniques. The use of
ovulation-inducing agents (i.e., hCG or GnRH)
is discouraged until day 9 or 10, since ovulations early in the postpartum period may not
be as fertile.
In general, owners are encouraged to breed
mares during the foal heat period. However,
mares that experienced foaling or postpartum
complications (i.e., dystocia, retained placenta, prolonged discharge, etc) may have a
decreased foal heat pregnancy rate or an increased embryonic loss rate. Consequently, it
may be advisable to breed such mares on the
second postpartum estrus (30 day heat) or a
later heat period.

The Equine Reproduction Laboratory
is part of the Animal Reproduction and
Biotechnology Laboratory in the College
of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical
Sciences at Colorado State University.
The CSU Equine Reproduction Program
has developed leading-edge equine reproduction techniques for the equine
industry for over 45 years. Techniques
such as collection of semen and artificial insemination, recovery and transfer
of equine embryos, shipping cooled semen, and shipping cooled embryos are
now routine in the equine industry, due
in large part to the research, education,
and outreach efforts of the CSU Equine
Reproduction Laboratory.
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PALM PARTNERSHIP TRAINING ™

Building a Partnership
with Your Horse

Training Outside the Box
Even when training outside the box, a rider
should have goals in mind for the time he/
she will be spending with his/her horse. I
believe that on every trail ride you should try
to achieve the five major goals listed below.
Five Major Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maintain safety and confidence
Provide a fitness workout for the rider
Train the horse on the trail
Enjoy socializing and having fun with other
riders
5. Manage pre- and post-trail ride logistics
such as trailering, ponying, etc.
Maintaining safety and horse and rider
confidence on the trail must be the first
priority. Without these, the other trail riding
goals cannot be achieved. The following are
some general safety tips that can help you
and your horse have a safe, confidencebuilding experience on the trail.
If you have never been on a particular trail
before, it is wise to scout out the trail a day
ahead of your ride. This scouting trip should
be done on foot so that when you bring
your horse on the trail you will not have any
surprises that you will not be ready to handle.
If you are an inexperienced rider, do not go
alone on any trail. Scout out the trail first, and
then ask an experienced trail riding horse and
rider team to go with you and your horse for
at least the first two rides on that trail. By the
third trip down the trail, you and your horse
should have enough confidence to either
go solo or feel comfortable with a group of
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riders.
Remember to take a halter and a longe line
with you on the trail. Keep the halter on
underneath the bridle, and keep the longe line
either hooked onto the saddle where it can be
safely carried or else secured in a saddlebag.
If you encounter any situation on the trail
where you are unsure of the horse’s reaction,
get off, attach the longe line to the halter, and
work the horse if he needs to release his inner
energy or nervousness.
Before going out on your next ride, evaluate
your previous ride. Was there anything you
encountered during that ride that caused you
concern? What goal do you want to achieve
on this ride that will help solve that issue?
Always have a plan in mind before setting off
down the trail!
Challenges of Trail Riding
Unlike arena riding, most trails offer a variety
of challenges for the horse and rider. The
varying terrain is great for conditioning the
horse and adds interest to the ride. Here are
some tips for handling common trail terrain
challenges while maintaining safety and
confidence:
Hills
Most trails have some up- and downhill
terrain. It is important to practice the correct
riding position that will help you and your
horse stay balanced while going uphill and
downhill. When riding uphill, move your
shoulders forward. This will help you stay

Part 5,
by Lynn Palm

centered over the horse’s center of gravity as
he shifts it forward going uphill. Be careful
not to let your legs swing back and out of
position as you move the shoulders forward.
Going downhill is harder. Bring your shoulders
back and your feet in front of the girth.
Encourage the horse to keep his head up
by bringing your hands straight up over the
crest of his neck in time with his stride. If he
increases his speed or pulls on the reins, he
is balancing too much on his forehand. Make
sure you are in the correct position and bring
his head up to help him shift his balance off
his forehand.
Obstacles
If you have scouted out the trail ahead of
time, you know if obstacles, such as water or
ditches, are on the trail. Evaluate the obstacle
and decide if you can safely negotiate it. If you
are uncertain about your ability to negotiate
an obstacle mounted, dismount and negotiate
the obstacle safely from the ground rather
than trying to ride through it.
Strategies for Leaving Home
When you are trail riding, “home” may be the
barn if you are leaving from the horse’s stable,
or it may be his trailer if you have driven to
a trail. A horse’s instinct will always cause
him to be more sluggish traveling away from
home and more forward when going back
towards it. You will not be able to change this
basic instinct so plan how to use it to your
advantage.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

When you and your horse are setting out
from home, ask the horse for more forward
movement. Ask him to travel at a jog to get
him thinking “forward.” The outbound part
of the trip is also the best time to practice
maneuvers requiring the horse to stop and
stand. During the return part of the ride, when
the horse wants to be quick and anxious, ask
him to do controlled, slow actions.
Trailering to a Trail Ride
If you, or your horse, are not familiar with
trailering, give yourself plenty of time to
practice this skill before the trail ride date.
Too often riders think they can just “throw”
an inexperienced horse into a trailer and
drive off to meet their friends at the trail.
This is a recipe for safety problems and loss
of confidence for both horse and rider. Learn
how to safely load, unload, and trailer your
horse well before planning a trail ride.

For more information on this and
other Palm Partnership Training™
products or information on clinics, go
to LynnPalm.com or call us at
800-503-2824.
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Equine VIP
talks with

Jean Abernathy
by Susan Ashbrooke

Fergus the Horse was first created into a comic strip by
Jean Abernethy in 2004 and published in numerous horse
publications. Jean’s work has taken her coast-to-coast
to farms and equestrian events, where she’s been involved
with a wide variety of horse breeds, sports, and disciplines.
Fergus entertains with humor, history, trivia and teaching
training methods. Fergus is all horse. That is why he’s so
effective at showing us how human we are.
How long have you made equestrian drawings and portraits?
I have been drawing since I was old enough to hold a pencil. I remember
learning to make the letters of my name. The pencil simply made
lines. It could do anything. So I explored learning to make letters, and
drawing figures at the same time. By the time I was in my teens I was
selling a few drawings and portraits.
When did the Fergus cartoon start?
Fergus was conceived and initiated about 1999, following many
years of generic horses in my comics. I made the decision to create
a singular character and give him a name. The very first Fergus was
stuffed into a fax machine, and emerged in England in the home of
a friend, proclaiming that he’d rather travel by satellite than horse
trailer. I adapted comic strip format that now appears in facebook
“cover photos” around 2003.
Are you surprised that Fergus has over 200,000 international
followers?
Yes. I am also humbled and gratified. Fergus would be nowhere
without his fans. My gratitude is enormous.
Where do you find the humor and history you use in the cartoon?
The history is everywhere. In order to have horseless carriages, we
had to have a few thousand years of horses, first. They are woven
inseparably into human history and culture, so finding historical
situations in which horses can play, is easy. As for the humor? Well,
we’ve all had our feet stepped on, haven’t we? We’ve all dealt with our
1,000 lb friend bolting sideways without notice. Laughter is the only
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reasonable response to this behavior. We’ve all also been exposed
to their forgiving nature, when we’ve asked them to do things that
make no sense to them whatsoever, and they do it…or present their
own idea. I find that the disconnect between human instinct/logic, and
equine instinct/logic is a constant source of humor.
Fergus has a variety of characters and friends in his herd, a
Friesian, Appaloosa, Shetland pony, a mule and a Clydesdale
named Hughie. Do you have a favorite?
Cartoon characters thrive on stereotypes. Fergus is undoubtedly my
favorite, being the quintessential average horse. The other characters
are formed around stereotypes of their breed and country of origin.
For example, Hughie the Clydesdale is the gentle Scottish giant.
Grace the pony is the clever matriarch. Kase, the Friesian knows he
is photogenic, and has a Dutch accent. Whether it is their physical
characteristics, or their attitudes, they can each bring something
unique into the dialog.
You teamed up with PATH International to create a Fergus Holiday
Christmas card. What’s next for Fergus and friends?
Fergus’ animated debut on Inside Reining has been a great success so
far. It is a delight to see him move. We have only just begun that, and
it will be fun to see where it takes us.
Beyond that I have ideas and ingredients in the caldron…for now, I’ll
keep the lid on and keep them simmering!

For more information on Jean or her cartoon, “Fergus”, visit
www.fergusthehorse.com.
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FEEDING THE

Top Performer
by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.
We all admire the equine athlete, the captivating
blend of speed, control, grace and endurance.
But the added stress of performance requires an
optimal diet, with plenty of energy from carbohydrates and fats, high quality protein, adequate
minerals, and vitamins.
Carbohydrates, the Cornerstone
Carbohydrates supply the foundation for energy
needs and fuel quick power bursts. The most significant source of carbohydrates should be forage, fed free-choice to provide an amount equal
to 2.5 to 3.5% of his body weight. This is central
to your horses’ health. When forage is consistently available (beyond what you believe they’ll
initially eat), horses will ultimately self-regulate
their intake and eat only what their bodies need.
Since the horse’s stomach continually produces
acid, an empty stomach will lead to discomfort,
ulcers, and irregular hormonal changes.
Besides forage, feed concentrated meals, usually a commercial “performance” mix, or better yet, clean oats with added supplementation.
But don’t overdo it. The stomach has a relatively
small capacity; a too-generous meal can lead to
colic. Too much starch at one time also increases
stomach acid, potentially leading to ulcers or exacerbating an existing ulceration. Large, starchy
meals may trigger laminitis, and in young horses,
high-starch diets can lead to osteopathic disorders. And there are other things to be aware of: If
starch is fed in excess without enough forage, the
calcium-phosphorus imbalance can lead to tying
up, irregular heartbeat, inability to regulate body
temperature, impaired joint and bone development, or porous bones than can easily fracture.
Limit the cereal grain content of your horse’s diet
to 2 lbs at a time (less for growing horses) and
combine it with other feedstuffs (i.e. hay pellets,
beet pulp, and fatty feeds) to create a meal of no
more than 4 lbs (dry weight). Remember proportion: Rely on forage for the majority of the horse’s
feed.
Fats for Staying Power
Fat promotes endurance as another energy
source, thereby sparing carbohydrates from being used up too quickly. Fat also prevents lactic
acid buildup (lactic acid slows muscle recovery).
And fat steadies the blood sugar and insulin response, which smoothes temperament.
But not all fats are the same:
• Sources such as flax, chia, and fish oils are
high in omega-3 fatty acids – these reduce pain
and inflammation. They also protect the heart,
lungs, joints, feet, and immune function, as well
as regulate blood insulin levels. Ground flaxseeds and chia are powerhouses of omega 3s
for all horses, especially athletes. When feed-
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ing ground flaxseeds,
choose a commercial
product that has added
calcium (to correct for
the high phosphorus
levels naturally found in
flax). Chia is also high in
phosphorus, so adding a
high calcium feed, such
as alfalfa, will balance
out the calcium to phosphorus ratio.
• Avoid overuse of “vegetable oils” (especially
corn and soybean oils) –
they are high in omega-6
fatty acids, which actually increase inflammation, and hence, pain.
• Rice bran is an excellent fat source; here again,
choose a product with added calcium to balance
its high phosphorus content. Rice bran oil contains gamma oryzanol, a natural steroid that promotes muscle development.
When switching to fat as an energy source, it’s
best to “train” your horse’s body to choose fat for
energy. To do this, increase the exercise intensity,
giving your horse at least a month of hard training
with extra fat in his diet.

• Vitamin A: Beta carotene, a precursor to vitamin A, is lost in hay. 1-2 lbs of carrots, spread out
over the day, will satisfy the horse’s need—and
his sweet tooth.
• Vitamin D protects his bones and joints, and
maintains muscle function. D is produced from
sunlight, but horses without much sun exposure
(or that are bathed or sprayed frequently) need to
have added Vitamin D. A safe range is 2-4 IU per
lb of body weight.

Protein, the Body-Builder
Protein builds healthy muscle, bone, tendons, and
blood, as well as hundreds of other body proteins
involved in keeping systems in top working order.
A grass-alfalfa hay mixture (no more than 50%
alfalfa) will offer a high quality forage-based protein. Commercial feeds should supply between
14 and 16 percent crude protein; most producers
boost overall protein quality by adding individual
amino acids such as lysine, methionine, and tyrosine, as well as alfalfa and soybean meal. Other
sources of protein can be included in the diet,
such as copra meal, isolated whey protein, and
split peas.

• Vitamin C neutralizes damaging free radicals
caused by intense exercise stress; promotes
respiratory function; reduces inflammation; and
prevents lung hemorrhages. C is necessary for
collagen production, giving bones and joints their
strength. The performance horse should have
3,000 to 10,000 mg of C daily.

Necessary Vitamins and Minerals
Grazing on healthy pasture is the best source of
vitamins and minerals, but for many horses, hay
is the likely forage source. Once fresh grass is
cut, dried, and stored as hay, its nutritive value
diminishes. For the performance horse, pay close
attention to the following:

• Minerals: Copper and zinc work together to
produce healthy bones, cartilage, and connective
tissue, improve stress tolerance and endurance.
Too much zinc depresses copper absorption; a
ratio of 3:1 zinc to copper is best. A 2:1 ratio of
calcium to phosphorus is ideal, though horses
can tolerate a ratio of up to 6:1. Magnesium is
important for muscle function and a calm disposition; ideally, the amount of calcium should not
be more than twice that of magnesium.

• B vitamins for the nervous and digestive systems, and to derive energy from feed. Give a Bcomplex supplement without added iron, unnecessary to supplement in horses.

• Vitamin E and selenium: Depending on the
work load, supplement 1-5 IU of vitamin E per lb
of body weight, and up to 5 mg total selenium per
day. Selenium is toxic in relatively small amounts
so take time to calculate the total in the whole
diet.

Most prepared mineral supplements contain adequate minerals. Test your hay to determine its
mineral content and balance them accordingly
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

with the rest of the diet.
Salt, Electrolytes and Water
• Your horse needs salt: 1 to 2.5 ounces daily
(2 to 5 tablespoons), depending on the amount
of perspiration. A plain, white salt block should
always be available, but some horses do not lick
them adequately. Table salt can be offered free
choice and/or added to meals. Use non-iodized
salt if your horse already is getting iodine in his
feed.
• Hay is the best chloride source (needed with
salt) so offer plenty before exercise.
• Electrolyte preparations should be added when
your horse is exercised and/or heavily sweating,
but they do not satisfy the entire requirement
– the horse must be in proper sodium balance
before using electrolytes. Electrolytes are added
to simply replace what is lost from perspiration.
• Adequate salt encourages water consumption;
even slight dehydration can negatively impact
performance. Always offer clean, fresh water;
salt and/or electrolytes should never be added to
the main water supply.
Optimal performance requires optimal nutrition.
Provide a high-quality, healthful diet of forage,
protein, omega-3 fatty acids, antioxidants and
minerals to help your equine athlete meet his
toughest performance challenges. There is more
on feeding the equine athlete in the Library at
www.GettyEquineNutrition.com.

Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an internationally respected, independent equine nutritionist. Author of
the comprehensive resource book Feed Your Horse Like a Horse and the topic-centered Spotlight
on Equine Nutrition series, available through her website, www.GettyEquineNutrition.com.

For complete source references, please visit Dr.
Getty’s website.
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•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640 • tod@wwt.net

2 LOCATIONS

Check out our used saddles online!
Sign-up Online to Receive Info on
Special Events and Valuable Coupons!
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New and Used Trailers • B&W Hitches • Service is Our Priority!

We offer the following...

WINTERVIEW, INC.

* Aluminum Trailers
* Utility & Cargo Trailers
* Steel Trailers Available
* Pick-up Flatbeds
* Installation of B&W
Hitches & Brake Controls

TRAILER SALES AND SERVICE
Richard & Sherri Winter
19957 US Hwy 175
Hubbard, Iowa 50122-8568
(641) 864-3275 / 2445 (Fax)

winterviewtrlrs@aol.com

Denny’s Trailer Sales

507-352-5491

COMPARE BEFORE YOU BUY!
SAVE $$$ at Denny's Trailer Sales

Trade In's Welcom
e!
Financing and
delivery available!

www.dennystrailersales.com • grell1@hmtel.com

www.winterviewtrailers.com

List Your Products & Horses for Sale,
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!

Marketplace.HorseDigests.com

FREE LISTINGS THRU 2014

Classifieds
SERVICES
Affordable website design and hosting, stallion
listings, classifieds, gift shopping. Call for website special rates info! 952-472-1438
Website: www.stallionstation.com

Horse Digest
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Towing
Limitations
based on
your
Vehicle

Follow us on all your favorite
Social Media Sites @HorseDigest

Below are tips for trailer use and maintenance
of your (Sooner) trailer. This information is
provided as a convenience to trailer owners,
and should not be used in lieu of your owner’s
manual. Please refer to your (Sooner) owner’s
manual or contact (Sooner) at 1.800.556.6668
with any additional questions that you may
have.
Tow Vehicle
It is important to tow your (Sooner) trailer using a vehicle equipped with both adequate
power and the correct hitch size. Please see
your dealer for the correct hitch for your tow
vehicle, as suggested by the hitch manufacturer. Tandem axle units need to travel as level as possible to achieve proper action from
the Dexter torflex axles.
Sooner aluminum trailers require a pickup
truck of sufficient towing capacity for the actual weight, or a special tow vehicle. If you
plan to use a truck you already own for towing your (Sooner) Aluminum Trailer, you should
check with your automotive dealer who may
be able to answer your questions or assist you
with this.
If you are planning to purchase a new tow vehicle, consult your automobile manufacturer
for recommendations regarding special equipment available for trailer towing.
* SOONER FACT *
Every Sooner trailer that is built features a
one-piece aluminum roof that eliminates roof
leaks and adds structural integrity to the trailer.
For more information about Sooner Trailers,
visit their website at SoonerTrailers.com.
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Make Your
Cutting
Reservations
Today!
Make your plans to attend the 2014 NCHA Convention in beautiful Salt Lake City, Utah. The dates are June 20 – 22 at the Little
America Hotel. You may make your hotel reservations on-line or by
calling 1-800-437-5288 and identifying yourself as attending the
NCHA Convention. You can find more information on the beautiful
hotel here. Make your hotel reservations before May 29 to ensure
getting the lower NCHA rate. The hotel is conveniently located in
downtown Salt Lake City. The light rail system TRAX offers a $2.50
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scribed
- 2003
22)
eading
NCHA
79-345-

fare from the airport to the Little America Hotel. TRAX stops half a
block from the hotel entrance. Once at the hotel, most downtown
attractions can be reached by riding the TRAX for free.
You can register for the Convention by downloading the form or by
contacting Pam Robison (email) in the NCHA offices. Please make
sure your registration reaches the NCHA office before June 16 to
pay the lower fee of $100. After that date, and for on-site, registration will be $125.

SAFE HORSE FENCE
• Horse-Tuff
• High Tensile
• DIY Help
• Expert Installation

•Electrobraid
• White Lightning
• Poly Strand
• Centaur Rail

62411 386th Avenue, Zumbro Falls, MN 55991
507-753-2943 • Fax: 507-753-2706
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Be sure and arrive in time to participate in
a bus tour on Thursday, June 19 for a fee of
$75/person. The bus will depart from the
hotel at 11:00 a.m. and head to beautiful
Park City. You will spend time there to visit
the shops and find the perfect restaurant for
your lunch. You will board the bus again for
a short ride to Olympic Park – site of many
of the competitions during the 2002 Winter
Olympics and now a training facility. You
will have the opportunity to tour the facility
and the museum. Additionally, for those adventuresome souls, you can ride the bobsled
reaching speeds of over 70 mph and experience 4 Gs of force. The bobsled is an additional fee of $75 and space is limited so
sign up early! You can find out more about
Olympic Park here and the other fun activities that you may enjoy.
Register now at http://nchacutting.com/ag/
member/pdf/convention.pdf!
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Magazine Print Ads, Online Banner Ads, Email Campaigns to Horse Digest’s Extensive Lists
Rahn Greimann, Owner / Publisher
507-525-0513
rahn@horsedigests.com
Sue Nerud, Florida Area
612-581-3745
sue@horsedigests.com

Bonnie Hancock, Director
574-386-3811
bonnie@horsedigests.com
Staci Zeilermeir
715-559-3987
staci@horsedigests.com

Jennifer McCormick
630-643-0822
jennifer@horsedigests.com
Laura Larsen
612-247-5962
laura@horsedigests.com
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